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RESUMO
Efeito das mudanças climáticas sobre o milho: simulações numéricas da dinâmica de água em
solos na cultura do milho em Illinois (USA)
Dada a importância das condições climáticas no ambiente agrícola, mais especificamente no
transporte de água, é necessário compreender o efeito da mudança climática dinâmica da água no solo.
Muitos modelos teóricos foram desenvolvidos para caracterizar os processos físicos envolvidos no
transporte da água. Os modelos de previsão climática, como o conjunto de modelos do CMIP5,
permitem gerar dados climáticos que podem ser usados para caracterizar processos físicos e
biológicos. Esta pesquisa foca em dois aspectos principais: 1) efeito das mudanças climáticas na
ocorrência de eventos extremos que podem afetar os processos agrícolas na região e 2) efeitos das
mudanças climáticas na dinâmica da água no solo sob uma cultura de milho (dois campos
experimentais, ANW e ASW) em uma região de Illinois (EUA). Os resultados encontrados indicam
que a variação da precipitação no futuro pode causar o aumento de RX1DAY, RX5DAY, CDD e
CWD. Considerando os eventos extremos de temperatura, percebemos que o aumento da
temperatura média, máxima e mínima será refletido no aumento dos indices TNn, TNx, TXn, TXx e
SU; e na diminuição dos indices ID e FD. Este aumento de temperaturas representará um risco para a
agricultura considerando a evapotranspiração, que aumentará a necessidade de água das plantas e
poderá criar um estresse hídrico. Os resultados apresentam as simulações do modelo IPSL aplicado no
modelo Hydrus para simular, fluxo superficial, fluxo superficial acumulado, escoamento superficial,
escoamento superficial acumulado, armazenamento de água do solo e infiltração acumulada. Essas
variáveis são importantes na produção de milho e são função das variáveis climáticas, condições do
solo e também alguns parâmetros da região de estudo, como o sistema de drenagem, as características
da cultura e outros. O campo ANW apresentou valores mais baixos de fluxo superficial em
comparação ao campo ASW. Isso indica que o risco associado ao sistema de drenagem ASW é maior
que o ANW, que está relacionado ao maior espaçamento entre os drenos e a dificuldade em drenar a
quantidade necessária de água. A tendência do fluxo superficial e do fluxo cumulativo de superfície,
em geral, é de aumento em cenários de mudanças climáticas (em valores máximos e médios). Também
é notável que toda a simulação indica o aumento do escoamento superficial em termos de valores
máximos. O percentil de mudanças nos valores médios de escoamento mostra que a projeção
climática tende a aumentar o escoamento superficial em diferentes cenários de simulação. Esta faixa
crescente é de 5,61 a 24,4% em curto prazo (2011-2040), 16,45 a 39,32% em médio prazo (2041-2070)
e 3,32 a 19,98% em longo prazo (2071-2100) em relação à simulação histórica (1976-2005). Os valores
máximos de infiltração tendem a ser maiores em todas as simulações quando comparados ao período
de referência (em ambos os campos). Além disso, mudanças na infiltração acumulada indicam que a
infiltração média tende a aumentar no futuro. Considerando a correlação entre o escoamento
superficial e os eventos de extremos climáticos, todas as simulações indicaram que a correlação entre o
escoamento e os eventos extremos de precipitação RX1DAY (varia entre 0,76 e 0,78) e RX5DAY
(varia entre 0,5 e 0,66), sendo estas maiores do que a correlação entre o escoamento superficial e a
precipitação (intervalos entre 0,31 e 0,43). Conclui-se, portanto, que a ocorrência de eventos de
extremos climáticos está mais associada as variáveis estudadas do que a condição climática em si,
tendo impactos diretos na agricultura. O estudo mostra diferentes indicações do impacto das
mudanças climáticas no recurso hídrico usando diferentes projeções. Uma dificuldade da pesquisa é
sobre a grande quantidade de dados ea necessidade de tempo de passagem diário para a integração de
variáveis. Esta abordagem pode melhorar a compreensão dos impactos das mudanças climáticas na
gestão sustentável das águas subterrâneas com base no gerenciamento adaptativo. As informações
obtidas neste trabalho podem ser usadas para projetar sistemas de monitoramento para gerenciar
águas subterrâneas de maneira sustentável em regimes climáticos futuros e criar medidas de mitigação
para garantir a segurança alimentar.
Palavras-chave: Mudanças climáticas; Milho; Dinâmica de água; Drenagem
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ABSTRACT
Effects of climate change on corn: numerical simulation of soil water dynamics in a corn crop
in Illinois (USA)

Given the importance of climate conditions in the agricultural environment, more
specifically in the transport of water in the soil, there is a need to understand the effects of climate
change on the water dynamics in the soil. This influence of climate conditions in the agricultural
environment seems to be important in evapotranspiration, water availability for plants and roots, and
for other processes. Many theoretical models have been developed to characterize the physical
processes involved in water and transport. Climate prediction models such as the suite of models in
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) make it possible generate climate data
that can be used to characterize physical and biological processes. This research focuses on two main
aspects: 1) the effects of climate change on the occurrence of extreme events that may affect
agricultural processes in the region of Urbana-Champaign, in Illinois (USA) and 2) the effects of
climate change on the dynamic of soil water in a corn crop (two fields, ANW and ASW) in the studied
area. To explore the impacts of climate change on the occurrence of extreme events, the errors of
some climate models from CMIP5 were evaluated and the models were subsequently used to develop
indices to represent the occurrence of extreme events. These indices were calculated from observed
data, and historical and future simulations, considering pessimistic and optimistic scenarios of climate
change. The model that best represents the climate in the region was used to provide input data for
Hydrus simulation of the soil water dynamics in two fields with different drainage system layout.
These simulations with the Hydrus model were made for current conditions and for near term, midcentury, and end of century time periods (2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100, respectively). The results
indicate that the variation of precipitation in the future may result in increased in one (RX1DAY) and
five days (RX5DAY) maximum precipitation, and in the number of consecutive dry days (CDD) and
consecutive wet days (CWD). Changes in temperature will be reflected as an increase of the indices of
maximum and minimum values of temperatures and summer days (TNn, TNx, TXn, TXx and SU);
and decreasing of the index of icing and frost days (ID, FD). This increasing of temperatures will
represent a risk for agriculture, due to increased evapotranspiration, which will increase crop water
demand and can create a hydric stress. Results of Hydrus simulations of surface flux, cumulative
surface flux, runoff, cumulative runoff, soil water storage and cumulative infiltration, with input data
from the IPSL model, are presented. These variables are critical in a corn crop, and are dependent on
climate variables, soil conditions, parameters of the study region, drainage system, crop characteristics,
inter alia. The ANW field had lower values of surface flux and cumulative surface flux comparing to
the ASW field. This results is indicative that the risk associated with the ASW drainage system layout
is higher than that of the ANW drainage system layout, related to the wider spacing between drains
and the difficulty in removing water at the required rate. In general, the maximum and average values
of surface flux and cumulative surface flux, will increase over time. In addition, it is noticeable that all
Hydrus simulation indicates increasing maximum surface runoff and cumulative surface runoff over
time. Percentile changes in average runoff and cumulative runoff are dependent on the period
simulated. Increases range from 5.61 to 24.4% in the short term (2011-2040), 16.45 to 39.32% in the
medium term (2041-2070) and 3.32 to 19.98% in the long term (2071-2100) compared to historical
simulation. The maximum values of infiltration tend to be higher in all simulations when compared to
the reference period in both fields. Changes in cumulative infiltration are indicative that infiltration
will increase in the future. With respect to the correlation between runoff and extreme events, all
simulations showed that the correlation between runoff and extreme precipitation events (RX1DAY
ranges between 0.76 and 0.78, and RX5DAY ranges between 0.5 and 0.66), are higher than the
correlation between runoff and precipitation (ranges between 0.31 and 0.43). This approach can
improve the understanding of climate changes impacts on sustainable groundwater management based
on adaptive management. Information gained in this work can be used to design monitoring systems
to manage a sustainable groundwater in future climate regimes and create mitigation measures to
prevent any risk for food security. An implication of the study is that the impact of climate change on
water resources is a function of the projection scenario. The study was limited by the use of daily time
step, necessitated by the large data sets.
Keywords: Climate changes; Corn; Dynamic of water; Drainage
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1. INTRODUCTION
Observed data from different parts of the world showed that many natural systems are being affected by
climate change. In 1988, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was created to study the issue of
global climate change. IPCC is the primary scientific organization that evaluates variations in climate, and provides
clear scientific views of the current state of knowledge of climate change. Also, the aim of this organization is to
describe the potential social, economic and environmental impact of climate change. To achieve this goal, it
produces reports that are based on studies by several different researchers and research groups.
Models have been used as a tool in studies to evaluate the impacts of climate change in different sectors,
such as agriculture, health, industry, and others. Projections of changes the climate system are made using climate
models which range from simple climate models to more comprehensive climate models. Climate prediction models
such as the suite of models in the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) make it possible
generate climate data that can be used to characterize physical and biological processes. A huge set of data is
available to help in climate change studies, which can make choosing an adequate model for one particular region
difficult. Climate models can be classified as General Circulation Models (GCM’s) and Regional Climate Models
(RCM’s). Each type of model has advantages and disadvantages. For example, RCM’s can represent better complex
topography, but their use requires more computational time and effort. On the other hand, GCM’s are simpler and
more available, although in some cases there is a need to evaluate their accuracy before application. Studies using
GCM’s, even with the need to evaluate their performance, remain relevant, considering the fact that RCM’s needs
data from GCM as input for their simulations.
Although the use of atmospheric models has proven to be a useful tool in various sectors, there are still
some limitations to be overcome before they can be used for climate predictions. Climate models may have some
errors which makes it necessary to evaluate them before they can be applied. These limitations occur mainly due to
uncertainties in current forecasts, related to simplifications and parametrization in forecasting models. Uncertainties
in climate models, sometimes, is considered a limiting factor, especially when the intent is to apply this data on a
local scale. When performing a numerical forecast, it is possible to find errors propagated from those uncertainties,
resulting in a model with a tendency to underestimate or overestimate a particular variable for a given region. This
issue makes it essential to conduct research to identify the areas where these errors are prominent. This errors
occurs due to the parametrization necessary in these models and also due to the streamlined equations used to
describe chaotic systems.
Different sectors already notice the effects of climate change. The expectation is that in the future, these
effects will be compounded. Some climate models can approach the average values of the variable but have difficulty
in forecasting extreme events. This problem happens mostly when a long-term integration is made. This is an issue
considering that in general, the extreme events can have a bigger impact than average values. An important task is
the analysis and evaluation of climate models performance in representing extreme events, in addition to mean
climate.
Climate change can influence many aspescts of, and processes in, the hydrological cycle, such as
temperature, evapotranspiration, and other variables. An example of this effect can be found at corn crop, which
depends on climate conditions. Corn productivity it has been at risk due to the increase in temperature, and changes
in the pattern of precipitation. This occurs because the climate conditions might be reflected as moisture stress and
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extreme heat during flowering, pollination, and grain filling (Southworth et al., 2000; Rosenzweig and Hillel, 1993;
Jones & Thornton, 2003).
Researchers have studied the effects of climate change in various fields of study, including the
consequences of climate change on the dynamics of water in the soil. These studies depends on specific
characteristics of the study region (soil, crop, drainage system, management, etc.), and sometimes they are not
accurate when simulations are done on a global scale. The association between climate change and soil water
dynamics can be made using mathematical models which try to describe this dynamic, using climate and soil data. An
understanding of water movement is necessary to control nutrient losses and movement of pollutants through the
soil, and to supply the crop necessity, and to infer about risks of drought and floods. Changes in temperature,
hydrological processes, and frequency of extreme events can lead to changes in soil water dynamics. Such changes
could compromise water resources in the future, as chemical transport in the soil can result in groundwater
contamination. Also, nutrients released as a byproduct of agricultural activities could be more concentrated due to
the reduced flows in summer. It is possible to assess the impacts of climate change on water storage and
groundwater recharge, modeling climate conditions and dynamic of water in the soil. The best likelihood of
accurately predicting these impacts is though the combination of field monitoring and mathematical modeling, which
helps in the understanding of these complex processes and may help to find sustainable solutions in the field.
Hydrus is a mathematical model with practical applications for the technological development of
production. It can be used to investigate relationships among the hydraulic and physical parameters and soil wetting
patterns as affected by drainage design and management practices. Planning and managing the use of water resources
in the soil-plant-atmosphere system, require an understanding of the physical processes of flow, and water storage in
the soil. Physical and mathematical models are important for numerical simulations of infiltration and drainage
processes, evaporation, and setting the water balance. Mathematical modeling allows for fast and accurate
characterization of soil water dynamics, making it possible to quickly address environmental impacts. Modeling is
important in hydrological studies and helps the analysis of the risk in the management of surface and subsurface
waters. By theoretically describing the physical processes occurring in the soil, combined with numerical techniques
to solve the resulting equations, and adequate computational resources, it is possible to predict the risk and impacts
that climate change can cause in the soil, water and plants.
The aim of the first part of this research is to evaluate generated data for climate scenarios, given by
CMIP5 models, by characterizing the erros associated with these models. The best models to represent the local
climate of the region of Urbana – Champaign (Illinois), were selected based on minimum values of specifics errors.
This region is part of a zone that has a significant place in the corn production. The region of Illinois is known as
one of the areas that contribute to the eutriphication of the Gulf of Mexico, due to the extensive application of
herbicides and fertilizers in the Midwetern USA. This research can help other studies to choose an adequate model
to use to simulate the climate in this region, giving more accurate results to the research. The climatology, and the
possible changes of climate and extreme events in the area which may affect the local agriculture, based on several
projection scenarios, will be described.
The second part of this research is a study of the soil water dynamics in two fields in the region, based in
the incorporation of climate model data for different scenarios, in the Hydrus model. The aim of this analysis is to
estimate how climate changes can affect the soil water dynamics under corn grown in fields with different drainage
systems. The study also describes the possible effects of climate change on various drainage systems parameters. This
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research can also help other researchers to develop techniques to manage the water, to maintain the sustainable
production.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Climate Modeling and Associated Errors in Climate Projections
Estimates the impacts of climate changes is important because it may affect society in different ways. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is a scientific organization which evaluates the variation in
climate conditions and provide clear scientific views of the current state of knowledge of climate change. To describe
the potential social, economic and environmental impact of climate change, the IPCC produce reports that are based
on different studies of several researchers.
According to one of the IPCC’s report (SOLOMON et al., 2007), in the 20th century, observed data
indicates that the earth experimented increase of average temperature of approximately 0.65°C, and this mostly
happened in the 1990s. Climate models based on registered data of ocean, biosphere, and atmosphere, indicate an
increase of 1.4°C and 5.8°C in the global average temperature until the end of the 20th century (SOLOMON et al.,
2007). The causes of this variations are still unknown and can be due to natural or anthropogenic activities, or the
combination of both. Many studies have been looking for the cause of this climate change, but there is still no full
agreement on the causes.
The impacts of climate changes rely on projections from climate models, and for this reason, the scientific
community organizes regular international projects to inter-compare this models. An example of this network is the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), which have been increasing the studies in the area through the
available model outputs, leading to an extensive set of publications and providing valuable inputs to IPCC reports.
Climate prediction models such as the suite of models in the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5) make it possible to generate climate data that can be used to characterize physical and biological processes.
This data set was created from the meeting of 20 climate modeling groups from around the world, the World
Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP), Working Group on Coupled Modeling (WGCM), with the input from the
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme’s (IGBP) and Analysis, Integration and Modeling of the Earth
System (AIMES) project.
Taylor et al. (2012) presented an overview of CMIP5 models. According to this work, the project intends
to perform a suite of climate simulations that focus on major gaps in understanding of past and future climate
changes. A study of Knutti & Sedlacek (2013) indicated that the spatial patterns of temperature and precipitation
change are very consistent with the projections simulated in Phase 4 of CMIP5. Also, Knutti et al. (2013) concluded
that the models in the new ensemble agreed better with the observations than those in older ones and eliminated the
poorest models.
The CMIP5 experiments include two types of climate changes experiments, which is long-term (century
time scale) and near-term (decadal) experiments (MEEHL et al., 2009). Within the long-term experiments, there is
the historical run, which is forced by observed atmospheric composition changes and includes a time-evolving land
cover. There is also future projection simulated forced with specified concentrations (also called representative
concentration pathways (RCP’s), which creates different ranges of emission, as described in Moss et al., 2010). As an
example: high emission range (RCP8.5, i.e. a radiative forcing setting of 8.5 W.m−2), moderate emission (RCP4.5) and
low emission (RCP2.6). Those RCP’s is commonly called climate scenarios, which according to (PARRY et al., 2007)
can be defined as a description of the future climate based on a range of climatological relationships and assumptions
of radioactive forcing. More information about the CMIP5 dataset is available in the methodology section.
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According to Hawkins and Sutton (2009), the primary source of uncertainty in long-term climate
projections is a lack of understanding and observations of physical feedbacks reflected in a model. Friedlingstein et
al. (2014) infer that the best estimate projections and uncertainty ranges for emission scenarios is related to physical
processes and carbon cycle processes and their feedbacks, respectively.
As reported by Cuculeanu et al. (2002), since each climate model has its uncertainty, the use of more than
one climate model will be better for dealing with the accurate projection problem. There is a lot of information
regarding simulation scenarios, such as different models and emission scenarios, which creates a vast large range of
possibilities. At times, different assumptions yield divergent results, presenting a source of uncertainty in research.
Because of this factor, it is necessary to determine the most accurate information to apply to further studies.
Scientific papers often use some goodness-of-fit to evaluate this errors. Some of this indices are: Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Correlation (C) and Coefficient
of Determination (R2). Some information about this indices can be found in studies by Stone (1993), Saghafian &
Bondarabadi (2008), Daly et al. (2002), Basistha et al. (2008), Wei et al. (2005).
It is important to notice here that a model could be classified as better than another in two different ways:
It can be 1) better in terms of the agreement with observations or, 2) better in the representation and description of
processes. When statistical analysis is used, the analysis can measure the performance of the model when compared
to observations, without direct evaluation of the representation of physical processes. In addition, models sometimes
have the capability to represent average values but do not accurately represent extreme events. More information
about those events is presented in next section.

2.2. Climate Change and Extreme Events
The effects of climate change are already noticed in different sectors. The expectation is that in the future
these effects will be compounded. Due to the global warming in the near future is suppose to have more extreme
climate scenarios with droughts, floods, and heat waves occurring more often (SALATI et al., 2004). In a research
conducted by Kalnay & Cai (2003) the authors concluded that the temperature might rise to 0.008°C per decade.
This value is near to the optimistic scenario presented in the IPCC report. The magnitude of this forecast is still
uncertain because there are some uncertainties about the exchange process of heat, carbon, and radiation between
the various sectors of the Earth system.
According to Thomas et al. (2004), with the elevation of temperature in the most optimistic scenario, 18
species are threatened by extinction by the year of 2050. Impacts such as the elevation of the ocean level and more
often and extremes hurricanes, can also influence the melting glaciers (SALATI et al., 2004). Some researches have
been done about climate change in hydrological studies (GREEN et al., 2011) and changes in extreme events and
precipitation patterns (NEW et al., 2001; KAZMIERCZAK et al., 2014, SCOCCIMARRO et al., 2013; KUNKEL et
al., 2003). According to the report of IPCC (STOCKER et al., 2014), data series from 1901 to 2012 indicates that
almost the entire globe has experienced surface warming (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Earth surface temperature variation, between 1901 and 2012 (STOCKER et al., 2014).

Some climate models can approach the average values of the variable but have difficulty in forecasting
extreme events. This happens mostly when a long-term integration is made. This is an issue considering that in
general, the extreme events can have a bigger impact than average values. An important task is the analysis and
evaluation of CMIP5 model performance in representing those extreme events, and not considering only the mean
climate. The Special Report on Extreme Events (SREX) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(STOCKER et al., 2014) emphasized this impact. The indices to measure extremes events were proposed by the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the Climate Research Program Variability and Predictability
(CLIVAR) to enable the comprehensive analysis of extremes. Studies about the occurrence of these events are
important because the increase in frequency or severity of extreme weather events are directly associated with human
and monetary losses.
The IPCC report (STOCKER et al., 2014) also indicate the occurrence of extreme events, concluding that
it is possible that the number of warm days and also the number of cold nights has increased on a global scale. Also,
it is probable that the frequency of warm waves had an increase in the most part of Europe, Asia, and Australia.
There is also an indication of increasing frequency and intensity of events of intense precipitation in North America
and Europe.
A research of Kharin et al. (2013) used the ensemble of CMIP5 models to study twenty-year temperature
and precipitation extremes and their projected future changes. The authors used three radiative forcing scenarios to
simulate late 20th century extremes. Figure 2 shows the results founded by Kharin et al. (2013). They conclude that
the warm extremes were represented reasonably well, compared to estimates from reanalyses. Also, the model
discrepancies in simulating cold extremes are generally larger than those for warm extremes. Considering the
precipitation extremes simulation they achieve to be plausible in the extra-tropics, but uncertainty in extreme
precipitation in the tropics and subtropics remains large, both in the models and the observationally-constrained data
sets.
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Figure 2. Simulation of CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (top) and errors of simulation (CMIP5 – ERA Interim, bottom),
considering the maximum and minimum temperature and annual of maximum precipitation in 20 years (1986-2006). Source:
Kharin et al. (2013).

Other researchers evaluated the extreme indices in a global scale. However, it is important to notice some
uncertainties in this research as infered by Sillman et al. (2013), that can be related to 1) the formulation of globally
valid definitions of extremes, 2) the identification of datasets with sufficient spatial and temporal coverage that is
appropriate for comparison with models and 3) performing analysis of the available model and observational datasets
in a consistent manner.
Frich et al. (2002), using observed data, showed an increasing trend in the frequency of intense
precipitation events in some regions of the world, accompanied by changes in the frequency of dry days in some
areas. The results of this analysis indicated that the world has become warmer and wetter. Wet periods tends to
produce significantly higher rainfall totals, and events of heavy rain have become more frequent during the second
half of the 20th century. However, the data used were mainly stations in the northern hemisphere, which highlights
the need for more studies over South America. Haylock et al. (2006) studied 54 weather stations to examine possible
changes in total precipitation and extreme precipitation over the period 1960 to 2000. This study showed significant
reductions in precipitation indicators in southern Peru and southern Chile. As a result, it showed a trend of decrease
of consecutive dry days (CDD) and increased rates of consecutive wet days (CWD), maximum rainfall in one and
five days (RX1DAY and RX5DAY) and heavy rains (R95P).
Groisman et al. (2005) and Marengo & Valverde (2007) identified in the subtropical part of Brazil a large
systematic increase in rainfall since the 1950s and, in southeastern of Brazil, they found an increase in the frequency
of extreme rainfall events. Carvalho et al. (2004) found that extreme rainfall events exhibit inter-annual variability
linked to El Nino and La Nina and intra-seasonal variations associated with the activity of South Atlantic
Convergence Zone (SACZ) and South America Low-Level Jet, in the state of Sao Paulo. A study from the Institute
of Astronomy and Geophysics Station of the University of Sao Paulo (NOBRE et al., 2010) showed that heavy rains
have become more frequent in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Also, daily rainfall totals exceeding 50 millimeters, which occurred
with an average frequency of 9 times every ten years in the 1930s, began to occur with a frequency of 40 times in the
2000s.
Zhou et al. (2014) projected the indices of events extremes of temperature and precipitation in China
using CMIP5 ensemble. They realize that compared to the reference period of 1986 to 2005, substantial changes are
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projected in temperature and precipitation extremes under different emission scenarios, or representative
concentration pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). These changes include a decrease in cold extremes, an increase in
warm extremes, and an intensification of precipitation extremes. Also, they notice that the difference in the projected
changes under the two RCP’s begins to emerge in the 2040’s. Chou et al. (2009) concluded that model projections
indicate intensification of extreme precipitation in a warming climate, leading to wet areas getting wetter and dry
areas getting drier on future.
Sillmann et al. (2013a) simulated extreme events between 1981 to 2000. Their research shows that the
CMIP5 models are generally able to simulate climate extremes and their trend patterns as represented by indices
derived from comparison to observed data. Sillmann et al. (2013b) show that changes in indices calculated using
CMIP5, based on daily minimum temperatures (as a minimum of minimum temperature, TNn, and frost days, FD)
are found to be more pronounced than indices based on daily maximum temperatures (as a maximum of maximum
temperature, TXx). Frost days mainly decrease in western North America, along with other regions, and this decrease
is stronger in RCP8.5 with reductions of 80 frost days and more in western North America by the end of the 21st
century. The study also shows that in regions, such as Australia, Central America, South Africa, and the
Mediterranean, the indices indicates a future intensification of dry conditions (CDD). Figure 3 summarizes the
changes in indices of TNn and TNx, and Figure 4, in FD and CDD. The period 2081-2100 is displayed as differences
relative to the reference period (1981-2000) calculated by CMIP5 multi-model in RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5
scenarios.
As state in Houghton et al. (2001), the IPCC considers that it is highly likely that increases in heavy
precipitation extremes will occur during the 21st Century. Regarding the North America, Groisman et al. (2001)
reported a 50% increase during the 20th Century in the frequency of days with precipitation exceeding 101.6 mm in
the upper Midwest U.S. Also, Wuebbles et al. (2014) show some evidence that indicates the occurrence of extreme
events over the USA. They infer that in U.S., cold spell temperature increases range from around 3°C in Florida to
more than 8°C in the north-central U.S., considering the period of 2071–99 compared to 1971–2000. Figures 5 and
6, showed in Wuebbles et al. (2014) related to the research of Kharin et al. (2013) indicates the projected changes in
the 20-year return value of annual minimum and maximum daily temperature and precipitation.
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Figure 3. The multimodel median of temporally averaged changes in the minimum of TN (TNn, left) and the maximum of TX
(TXx, right) over the time period 2081–2100 displayed as differences (in C) relative to the reference period (1981–2000) for
RCP2.6 (top), RCP4.5 (middle), and RCP8.5 (bottom). All changes are significant at the 5% significance level. Source: Sillmann et
al., (2013b).
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Figure 4. The multimodel median of temporally averaged changes in the frost days (FD, left) and the consecutive dry days
(CDD, right) over the time period 2081–2100 displayed as differences relative to the reference period (1981–2000) for RCP2.6
(top), RCP4.5 (middle), and RCP8.5 (bottom). Stippling indicates grid points with changes that are not significant at the 5%
significance level. Source: Adapted from Sillmann et al., (2013b).
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Figure 5. Projected change (°C) in the 20-yr return value of annual minimum (top) and maximum daily air temperature at the end
of this century (2081–2100) relative to the recent past (1986–2005) for the lower (left) RCP2.6 and higher (right) RCP8.5
scenarios.

Figure 6. Projected change (%) in the 20-yr return value of annual maximum daily precipitation at the end of this century (2081–
2100) relative to the recent past (1986–2005) for the lower (left) RCP2.6 and higher (right) RCP8.5 scenarios.
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2.3. Effect of Climate Change in Agriculture And Water Resources
Climate affects agriculture in many different ways. As stated in Kane et al. (1992), the study of economic
effects of climate change on agriculture is of particular importance because agriculture is one of the more climate
sensitive sectors. Some examples of this effect are seen in the time of harvest, duration of the phenological stage,
irrigation demand and in other areas.
An understanding of the interactions between the different processes in the soil-atmosphere system is
essential to evaluate the long-term hydrological response of a crop production system. The study of the impact of
climate changes in different aspects of agriculture is important to maintain water, energy and food security. Climate
change is expected to result in long-term water and other resource shortages. Also, there may be worsening soil
conditions, drought and desertification, disease and pest outbreaks on crops, and others (KOZDROJ & VAN
ELSAS, 2000; ASHRAF, 1999). All these scenarios represent a risk for agriculture, water resources, and food
security.
According to Adams et al. (1999), agricultural yield is related to physiological changes in crops due to
climate change and also to changes in agricultural management practices, crop prices, costs and availability of inputs,
and government policies. Also, climate change can decrease the crop rotation period, and for this reason and to
maintain a reasonable yield, farmers need to consider crop varieties, sowing dates, crop densities, and fertilization
levels when planting crops (CUCULEANU et al., 2002).
Each place of the world has their issues relating to climate change, since the effect of this change is
location specific. Because of these differences, some impacts are expected to be favorable and others adverse. In
some cases, it is difficult to measure and infer if the impact of climate change will be favorable or not. Individual
crop growth processes are affected differently by climate change. Some researchers show the influence of climate
change in corn productivity during the growth season (FANCELLI et al., 2005; DOURADO NETO, 1999;
DUARTE & CRUZ, 2001).
The rise in temperature can increase the capacity of air to retain water vapor, and can cause higher crop
water demand. In response to these changes, plant ecosystems may increase the biodiversity or suffer negative
influences. According to Fuhrer et al. (2006), the effect of climate change on the potential productivity of agricultural
systems range from extremely negative (in areas that were already water-limited) to positive (in areas that were
temperature-limited). Easterling et al. (2007) infer that associated effects of higher temperatures and altered patterns
of precipitation will probably combine to reduce yields.
Changes in climate can affect agriculture by solar radiation, temperature, wind, precipitation, among
others meteorological variables. Besides the importance of the climate elements, it is also necessary to understand the
best way to manage the soil, drainage system implanted and others components. Although crop biomass is predicted
to increase in response to elevated CO2 concentrations under many circumstances, it is also predicted that crops and
soils may subsequently become nutrient limited, especially regarding nitrogen availability (DIAZ ET AL., 1993).
The variation of the patterns of climate conditions is important to agriculture and will affect the rainfall,
evaporation, runoff and soil water storage. For example, a seasonal rise in temperature may increase the
developmental rate of the crop, resulting in an earlier harvest. In the other hand, if the precipitation rate increase in
dry regions this could allow the crop to increase.
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Some researchers evaluate that the increase in the occurrence of extreme events, as total annual
precipitation changes, often results in massive crop losses and other flood-related damages (CHAGNON et al., 1997;
PIELKE & DOWNTOWN, 2002).
According to Rosenzweig & Hillel (1998) in middle and high latitudes, climate change could lead to the
extension of the length of the potential growing season, allowing earlier planting of crops in the spring, earlier
maturation and harvesting. As a result, there is a possibility of two or more cropping cycles during the same season.
Regarding this research, also the authors indicated that moisture stress and extreme heat during flowering,
pollination, and grain filling is harmful to most crops, such as corn, one of the most important commodity crops in
the Midwestern United States. They concluded that the precipitation reduction could intensify further aquifer
exploration for agriculture and place additional burdens on other surface and groundwater resources from
nonagricultural use. On the other hand, the increase of potential evapotranspiration can intensify drought stress.
Chiotti and Johnston (1995) infer that future climate change could have significant impacts on agriculture,
especially the combined effects of elevated temperatures, increased probability of droughts, and a reduced crop water
availability, compromising productivity. Some researchers have been studied the effect of climate change on the
frequency of floods and droughts all over the world. Some examples of this effect are reported by Mirza (2007), who
infers that climate change will increase the frequency of floods and droughts in South Africa. Palmer and Raisanen
(2002) conclude that currently observed trends toward increased precipitation and more extreme events are projected
to intensify under future climate change, leading to higher flooding probability (according to McCarthy et al., 2001;
Reilly et al., 2001) and increased damage to agricultural production compared to present.
According to Hallema et al. (2014), soil water dynamics depends on the local weather (precipitation, solar
irradiance, temperature, and the wind), vegetation (distribution of the root system, growth stage), soil characteristics
(texture, soil type, porosity) and upstream drainage area. Water availability, the frequency of runoff and surface flux
will be an important factor for crop production and food security, so it is important to determine the impacts of
climate change on crop production and water resources to develop possible adaptation strategies. A review of Kang
et al., (2009) shows that the frequency of droughts and floods will increase under future climate conditions.
According to Saarikko and Carter (1996) important direct effects will be through changes in temperature,
precipitation, the length of growing season, and timing of extreme or critical threshold events about crop
development. This can lead to a reduction of food quality and security. Also, the relationship between the behavior
of vegetation under enhanced CO2, the effect of nutrient limitation and processes impacting infiltration, seen to be
an effective way to study the impact of climate changes over agriculture.
Many studies only consider mean temperatures under climate scenarios. Although both changes in
temperature and precipitation affect agriculture, hydrological models show that runoff and streamflow are more
sensitive to rainfall than to evapotranspiration. Katz and Brown (1992) showed that for a given climate variable, a
change in the variance has a larger effect on agricultural cropping systems than does a change in the mean. Guo et al.
(2002) studied the climate change impacts on the runoff and water resources. They used GIS and GCMs and pointed
out that runoff is more sensitive to precipitation variation than to temperature increase in China.
Soil water balance is important for the water management and water use strategy. Is expected that climate
change will turn into fluctuations of temperature and rainfall, which can compromise soil evaporation and plant
transpiration. De Silva et al. (2007) stated that the water balance would change with precipitation and
evapotranspiration, and the resultant fluctuations in soil moisture status. Also, climate change impacts on water
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balance may present changes in soil water storage, groundwater level, soil moisture status and can provide some
information about irrigation quantity.
Some studies found changes in groundwater recharge in future scenarios. Study this impact is important
because this is an international concern, considering that groundwater supplies a large part of a demand for drinking
water. Increases in groundwater temperatures have been observed due to the rapid climate warming experienced in
the past century. This increases in groundwater temperature could also affect bio-geochemical processes and
consequently, groundwater quality. Increases in groundwater and soil temperatures could impact groundwater
quality, harm groundwater-sourced ecosystems and contribute to the geotechnical failure of critical infrastructure
(KURYLYCK et al., 2014). Groundwater temperatures tend to be cooler than surface water temperature in the
summer and warmer in the winter (HAYASHI & ROSENBERRY, 2002).
Research of Crosbie et al. (2013) simulated the future recharge over the Australia continent from 16
GCM’s, three emission scenarios and using the WAVES hydrological model and conclude that the range of
projected change is large and spatially variable which makes difficult this studies. The authors concluded that in the
southern Australia, climate variants projected a decrease in recharge. Serrat Capdevila et al. (2007) also used GCM's
to estimate recharge and found that some simulations indicate that the recharge could cease entirely in San Pedro
basin (Arizona, USA).
Kay et al. (2009) infer that the majority of uncertainty in the projected climate change appears to stem
from the selection of the GCM, although other researchers (CROSBIE et al., 2011; HOLMAN et al., 2009;
ROWELL, 2006) indicates that other factors, such as emission scenarios, downscaling methods can also contribute
to this uncertainty. Doll (2009) simulated the vulnerability of groundwater to climatic change at the global scale and
concluded that the uncertainty in the recharge estimated by two GCM's and two emission scenarios is due to the
spatial heterogeneity of projected precipitation. However, uncertainty makes it difficult to characterize the direction
of changes in groundwater recharge; it varies according to the GCM model chosen in the research. This makes clear
the necessity of evaluating the accuracy of a model before applying it in further simulations.
According to Holman et al. (2012), the best practice for using climate model projections to assess the
impact on groundwater was to analyze multiple GCMs and multiple emission scenarios. Teng et al. (2012) simulated
the impact of climate change on runoff and also found that the selection of the GCM contributed more than the
selection of hydrological models in the hydrological simulations results.
Kurylyk et al. (2013) simulated the annual recharge using GCM's, downscaling techniques and a
hydrological model. They studied a region in Canada and found that the most pronounced increase of 58% and a
most pronounced decrease of -6% in the annual average recharge, over the period of 2046-2065. Fujihara et al.
(2008) pointed out that more important than the demand for water, it is important to evaluate the irrigated area.
They concluded that if the irrigated area is expanded under present irrigation efficiency rates, water scarcity will
occur.
Excess soil moisture, in addition to direct flood damage, is a major component of crop losses due to
extreme precipitation events. Changes in climate will be amplified as a larger change in runoff (BOUGHTON and
CHIEW, 2007; SANKARASUBRAMANIAN et al., 2001; WIGLEY and JONES, 1985). Alcamo et al. (2007)
studied the changing frequency of extreme climate events to evaluate climate scenarios impacts on food security and
water availability in 2020 and 2070s. They concluded that the food production in Russia might be affected by the
increase of average water availability, and an increase in the frequency of high runoff events.
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Some studies (SCHAAKE 1990; FOWLER et al. 2007; NYENJE and BATELAAN, 2009) have
evaluated the interaction between climate changes and dynamic of water in the soil. A way to study this interaction is
used observed streamflow data to calibrate hydrological models to do simulations, and then, future and historical
runoff are compared to estimate the climate change impact on runoff. Other authors (KAY et al., 2009; WILBY and
HARRIS, 2006) examined the sources of uncertainty and suggested that hydrological models have a minor impact on
the results of hydrological simulations driven by climate projections. This highlight the importance of study the
uncertainty of the climate model to know the limitations of each model and apply an adequate one for the study
region.
Jiang et al. (2007) evaluated some models and concluded that hydrological models have similar capabilities
in reproducing historical runoff. Also, studies as presented in Chiew (2006) and Jones et al. (2006) showed that some
hydrological models estimate that a 1% change in mean annual rainfall resulted in a 2%–3% change in mean annual
streamflow, in a region in Australia.
Arnell (1999) studied the effect of climate change on hydrological regimes at the global scale, using two
versions of the HadCM model (HadCM2 GGax and HadCM3 GGal). These showed discrepancies in the projection
for the middle east of USA. For example, when changes in runoff were analyzed, considering the difference between
the projections of 1961 to 1990 (200 to 400 average annual runoff for middle east, according to the authors and
using CRU data) and 2050’s, one model showed an increase between 50 and 150 mm/year and other the decrease of
-150 to -250 mm/year. Figure 7 presented these results. The results presented in this section shows the necessity of
an analysis of the accuracy of the model and simulations to the study region.

2.4. Importance and Challenges of Corn Crop
The production of corn (Zea mays L.) has a large social and economic importance all over the world.
Many factors are considered in the production of this cereal, including technological, economic and environmental
factors. According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply in Brazil (Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuária
e Abastecimento / (PINAZZA et al., 2007)), in the last 15 years the world consumption of corn increased from
75.83 million tons in 1990 to 680,24 million tons 2005. This represented an average annual growth of 2.4%. Over
this period the highest growth in the consumption of corn was in the United States, with an increase of 96.57
millions of tons (Table 1). Therefore, it appears that corn production in the United States has a significant influence
on the international scene.
Corn production requires a lot of fertilizer, especially nitrogen fertilizer. According to Fernandes et al.
(2006), the inadequate nitrogen supply is considered one of the main limiting factors to grain yield. França & Bahia
Filho (1985) studied data from 170 corn-based experiments in Brazil. They concluded that in 90% of the cases, corn
had a positive reply from the nitrogen fertilization. However, there is a great concern about the environmental
aspects. Therefore, there is a need to minimize environmental impact by reducing losses as immobilization,
volatilization, denitrification, and leaching. These processes are widely responsible for the low efficiency of nitrogen
fertilizer use (IVANKO, 1972). The increase of lixiviation, associated with the risks and impacts of nitrate as a
pollutant in soil and water, shows the necessity of more studies about the behavior of this pollutant in soil and how
climate change can affect this behavior. Such studies are very important due to the large social, economic and
environmental implication.
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Figure 7. Change in average annual runoff by the 2050s. Source: Arnell et al (1999).
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Table 1. Variation in corn consumption (millions of tons) by region, between 1989/1990 and 2004/2005.

Ranking

Region

Value*

1

North America

96.566

2

East Asia

58.679

3

South America

20.917

4

European Union

12.204

5

Africa Sub Saara

9.522

6

Southeast Asia

7.156

7

North Africa

6.753

8

Middle East

5.078

9

South Asia

3.854

10
Central America
*Value in millions of tons. Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

1.831

As stated in the last section, climate change affects agriculture in different ways. According to Borah et al.
(2003), it is important to understand the influence of farming practices and the relation between climatic, soil and
land use conditions and water quality. One example of this importance is related to the timing of fertilizer and
herbicide applications. There is a need to be cognizant of the storm occurrences since this is related to a storm water
quality. Nelson et al. (2009) analyzed detailed modeling of crop growth under climate change and concluded that
agriculture and human well-being would be negatively affected by climate change. The results show that crop yields
will decline, production will be affected, crop and meat prices will increase, and consumption of cereals will fall.
Some studies indicate that the likely impacts of climate change on crop yield can be determined either by
experimental data or by crop growth simulation models. Climate changes can also affect payments of crop insurances
cooperation. An increase in extreme precipitation events under climate change will likely increase payments from
government programs.

Changes in the yield of USA can affect the price in the international market, and

consequently, have an impact on general consumption.
Mati (2000) studied the influence of climate change on corn production in some areas in Kenya using
GCM’s. They concluded that to counter the adverse effects of climate change on maize production, it may be
necessary to modify some aspects of production as 1) to use early maturing cultivars, 2) practice early planting, 3) or,
in some cases, shift to growing maize during the short-rains season.
Southworth et al. (2000) evaluate the future climate change and changing climate variability on maize
yields in the Midwestern United States, and found decreases in long-season and medium-season maize yields (Figure
8). Using IPCC models to simulate future climate scenarios in Illinois, they found that the frequency of maize killing
freeze events will decrease although under doubled variance scenarios the intensity of the freeze event will increase.
This may imply that the increased frost tolerance is not an important issue for future climate change and maize
growth as initially expected. They also predicted that Western Illinois would have yield decreases of 10 to 50 %
(long-season maize) and 10 to 40 % (medium-season maize). In Eastern Illinois, the yield would decrease by 10 to 40
% (long and medium-season maize), and 30 to 50 % decreases for short-season maize; and by 0 to 40 % for longseason maize, 10 to 40 % for medium-season maize, and 30 to 40 % for short-season maize in Southern Illinois. The
results indicate that potential future adaptations to climate change for maize yields would require either increased
tolerance of maximum summer temperatures in existing maize varieties or a change in the maize varieties grown. The
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authors suggest the development of a more heat tolerant hybrid of long-season maize and changes in planting dates
as mitigation measures.
Cuculeanu et al. (2002) studied rainfed maize yield using CERES-Maize, along with the CCCM and GISS
climate models, and concluded that the dry matter would increase with the CCCM model but and even more so with
the GISS model. Rosenzweig and Hillel (1993) stated that moisture stress and extreme heat during flowering,
pollination, and grain filling is harmful to most crops, such as maize, one of the most important commodity crops in
the Midwestern United States. Also, warmer climate scenarios showing 2 to 5◦ C temperature increases in North
America, have yielded estimates of adverse impacts in the eastern, southeastern, and Maize Belt regions.
According to some researches, under scenarios of climate change and considering the increase in
temperature over the season it is possible that the duration of the crop will change, resulting in yield reduction
(ROBERTS and SUMMERFIELD, 1987, PARRY et al., 2007; TAO et al., 2008). Changes in maximum and
minimum temperature are determinants in estimating evaporative and transpirative demand (PRIESTLEY and
TAYLOR, 1972; RODERICK and FARQUHAR, 2002). As an example, some short episodes of high temperature at
critical stages of crop development can cause sterility, and consequently, yield reduction, independently of any
substantial changes in mean temperature (WHEELER et al., 2000; MCKEOWN et al., 2005).
Tao et al. (2003a, b) indicate that changes in the temporal and spatial pattern of precipitation directly
impact crop water cycle and consequently water stress on crop development. Tao and Zhang (2010) highlighted the
importance of addressing the impacts and adaptation options in the ‘climate risk hot spot’ over seeking effective
adaptation strategies for other regions. They concluded, based on a large number of simulation outputs from
projections, that for high-temperature sensitive varieties, early planting would be an effective adaptation option to
reduce maize yield loss from climate change in North China. Jones & Thornton (2003) generate daily weather data
for driving a detailed simulation model of the maize crop and showed the potential impacts of climate changes on
maize production in Africa and Latin America. The results indicated an overall reduction of 10% in maize
production by 2055.
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found a decrease in maize yields of 4–42% under
conditions of future climate change, due to temperatures rising above the range of tolerance for the maize crop
(CARSEL et al., 1998). Rosenzweig et al. (2002) simulate the effect of heavy precipitation on crop growth, plant
damage from excess soil moisture and found that the US corn production losses due to this factor may double
during the next 30 years, causing an estimated damage of $3 billion per year.
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Figure 8. Percent change in mean maximum decadal yield for long-season (a) and medium-season (b) maize according to
HadCM2. Source: Southworth et al. (2000).

2.5. Dynamic Of Water In Soil
Management of water resources in agriculture and tackling the issue of optimal water use, are needed to
balance water supply and demand (TUONG and BHUIYAN, 1999; INES et al., 2002). Information on water quality
and quantity is important for agricultural water management practices, such as designing irrigation and drainage
systems.
The study of the unsaturated zone and the hydrological cycle is necessary, since they are at the interface
between atmosphere and groundwater circulation. According to Rienznet et al. (2013), water fluxes in the
unsaturated zone affect water status, development and production of crops. From an environmental point of view,
these fluxes determine mobilization and transport of solutes and pollutants from the soil surface to the aquifer
system.
Water movements can be described in the unsaturated zone using mathematical models based on
different approaches to implementing the numerical solution of the Richards’ differential equation (GANDOLFI et
al., 2006; KROES and VAN DAM, 2003; ŠIMUNEK et al., 2005). Rienznet et al. (2013) inferred that a modelling
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approach is particularly interesting at sites where there is a strong interaction between the processes occurring at the
soil surface and the groundwater, as in areas characterized by shallow groundwater tables. They describe that in such
situations, a water flow towards the roots zone is triggered by the strong potential gradient that occurs when the soil
water content nearby the roots becomes very negative. In this case, model simulations can be very useful in the
estimation of this upward flux, since a reliable direct measurement is a complex task.
While important for plant water demand, the investigation of groundwater, dynamic of water, and its
redistribution within the soil and rootzone is complex because it involves processes that depend on the soil type and
plant characteristics (HOWELL, 2001; GARRIGUES et al. 2006; Shah et al. 2007). Soil hydraulic properties, depth
to the water table, soil moisture content, infiltration, root morphology, and plant physiological status strongly control
water uptake at the root zone scale and consequently the productivity.
The planning and management of the use of water resources in the soil-plant-atmosphere system, require
an understanding of physical processes of flow, and water storage in the soil. Due to the precision, facility, and speed
to achieve results, computational models become an important tool for the prevention of environmental impacts
(MIRANDA et al., 2005).
Mathematical modeling in the soil allows the monitoring of water in a fast and accurate way, preventing
environmental impacts due to infiltration and drainage processes, evaporation, and water balance. Modeling is
important in hydrological studies and helps the analysis of the risk in the management of surface and subsurface
waters. By theoretically describing the physical processes occurring in the soil, combined with numerical techniques
to solve the resulting equations, and adequate computational resources, it is possible to predict the risk and impacts
that climate change can cause in soil, water and plants.
Is important to investigate relationships among the hydraulic and physical parameters and soil wetting
patterns as affected by drainage design and management practices. In this context models are used to perform
predictions of variables of hydrological cycle, and those models are expected to be useful in decision-making
processes focused on hydrological issues (BEVEN, 2001).
Melo & Louzada (2012) used two models to evaluate the dynamics of water in soil (Hydrus and SWAP).
Those models are extensively used to quantify water balance and soil water dynamics in agricultural scenarios. From
their research they concluded that both models presented good performance to represent hydrological variables.
Study the dynamic of water is necessary due to the importance of potable water for life and due to the vulnerability
in terms of sensitivity to climate conditions.
In order to study the impacts of climate change on soil water dynamics, the Hydrus model is often used
to simulate hydrological variables, such as surface flow, soil water storage, runoff, infiltration, among others. The
Hydrus software is a mathematical model with practical application for the technological development of production.
Cordeiro et al. (2005) founf that simulations using Hydrus-1D could satisfactorily predict soil water
content and upward fluxes during short periods of time. Leterme & Mallants (2011) studied the impact of climate on
groundwater recharge, also using Hydrus-1D and weather time series. Results showed that transition to a warmer
climate is expected to yield a decrease in groundwater recharge.
The Hydrus model, based on the use of finite elements, is used to simulate the movement of water,
solutes, and heat in the soil. The use of this model also requires a knowledge of the soil properties and atmospheric
and boundary conditions. In the program water flow is described by solving the Richard's equation numerically. This
flux equation can include a parameter to account for root water uptake. The equation for heat transport incorporates
both conduction and convection of water. This program can also be use to analyze the water and solute movement
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in unsaturated, saturated or partially saturated soil. More information about Hydrus model can be found at
http://www.pc- progress.com/en/Default.aspx?hydrus-2d#k1 .
All information regarding equations and parametrizations of Hydrus model are given in the Methodology
section.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Climatological Analysis
3.1.1. Study Area and Climatological Data
The study area is the region of Urbana-Champaign, in Champaign County, Illinois (United States of
America). This region has a humid continental climate. This area is located in an important region of maize
production.
The observed meteorological data in the region was given from a meteorological station located by the
coordinates 40.0839°N and 88.2403°W, as shown in Figure 9. The altitude of the area is 219 meters. The data set
includes meteorological variables provided by the Water and Atmospheric Resources Monitoring Program. The daily
and monthly data set is available from 1901 to 2015 and includes the variables: rainfall and maximum, minimum and
average temperature.

Figure 9. Location of meteorological station in Champaign (Illinois, USA).

The monthly data from the weather station were analyzed to describe the climate in the area. Building this
climatology is important because it is possible to infer if there is any evidence of climate changes during the studied
period and if there is, try to find the hypotheses that fit better the found pattern. It also sought to identify possible
patterns of climate change from the analysis of the anomalies of the climatological variables, considering the period
of 1901 to 2016. These anomalies were calculated from the deviation of the observation regarding the local climate
(average period).
In addition to the analysis of climatology and anomalies, observed data also allowed the evaluation of
climate projections models. Historical simulations of studied models were compared with observed data obtained
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from the weather station, so it was possible to evaluate the accuracy of the projections of those models. More
information about this methodology and the climate models projections are described in the next section.
The daily data is also used to describe the occurrence of extreme events in the region. Some climate
models can approach the average values of the variable but have difficulty in forecasting extreme events, mainly with
long-term simulations. This limitation is an issue considering that, in general, the extreme events can have a bigger
impact on agriculture. In Section 3.1.3. the calculation of the indices to describe extreme events occurrence are
outlined.

3.1.2. CMIP5 Climate Projections Models and Associated Errors
According to the fifth IPCC report (STOCKER et al., 2014), climate projection models simulate changes
based on a set of scenarios. A new set of scenarios, the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP’s) were created
from long-term integrations with possible greenhouse gas emission scenarios in the atmosphere and their impacts on
climate variables. These scenarios are used as an input to weather and chemical modeling of the numerical
experiments CMIP5 and were created for different ranges: high emission range (RCP8.5, i.e. a radiative forcing
setting of 8.5 W.m−2), moderate emission (RCP4.5) and low emission (RCP2.6) as described by Moss et al. (2010).
Figure 10 indicates the surface temperature and precipitation changes according to different emission
scenarios. More information about the various scenarios of emission in the CMIP5 models, including projections of
CO2 accumulation and average temperature indicated by each scenario, are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Maps of the multi model CMIP5 for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 simulated scenarios, considering the difference between the
future years (2081 to 2100) and the past years (1986 to 2005 - can also be expressed as "current climate"), where: (a) the average
percentage of annual precipitation. The number of CMIP5 models used to calculate the mean multi-model is shown in the upper
right corner of each panel. Source: (STOCKER et al., 2014).

Figure 11. The global increase of average surface temperature as a function of the total emission of CO2 accumulated until 2100.
Source: (STOCKER et al., 2014).
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Research based on data developed by CMIP are widely used by the academic community. More
information about the CMIP5 data can be obtained from the website: http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5.
Daily CMIP5 data, from 1901 to 2100, for 14 models were selected covering historical periods and
predictions for three different emission scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5). The historical experiment included
simulations for 1901-2012, that used to evaluate the errors of future projections (RCP’s from 2006 to 2100). These
RCP’s are a set of projections of concentration of greenhouse gases and their emission pathways in order to support
research on the impact and possible policy responses to climate change.
The chosen models, their respective research centers, home countries and horizontal resolution of each
model, are listed in Table 2. Using historical data is possible to compare the observed data from meteorological
stations with the model projections. The climatic variables precipitation and temperature (mean surface, maximum
and minimum) were analyzed. This method allows for the indentification of errors in the projections.
The analyzed indices were Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square
(RMSE), systematic part of the RMSE (RMSEs), unsystematic part of the error RMSE (RMSEus), correlation (C) and
R-square (R2).
The Mean Bias Error (MBE) was used in order to show information about the performance of the model
in the long term simulation. A positive values indicate overestimation and negative values indicates underestimation.
However, caution is necessary when using this index, as positive values can be canceled by negative values, resulting
in erroneously lowbias values. For this reason, a good approach is to analyze MBE together with the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE). The MAE accumulate the errors, independently of the sign. According to Carvalheiro et al. (2008),
MAE indicate the distance from the predicted values to the observed values.
Table 2. Models from CMIP5 with simulations of RCP4.5, RCP6 and RCP8.5 scenarios of climate changes.

Model

Country

Center

Resolution

BCC-CSM

China

Beijing Climate Center

2.8° x 2.8°

CanESM2

Canada

Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis

2.8° x 2.8°

CNRM-CM5

France

Centre Europeen de Recherche et For- mation Avancees em Calcul 1.4° x 1.4°
Scienti que

FGOALS-G2

China

Institute of Atmospheric Physics

3.1° x 2.8°

GFDL-CM3

USA

Geophysical Fluid Dinamics Laboratory

2° x 2.5°

GFDL-ESM2G

USA

Geophysical Fluid Dinamics Laboratory

2° x 2.5°

GFDL-ESM2M USA

Geophysical Fluid Dinamics Laboratory

2° x 2.5°

IPSL-CM5-LR

France

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

1.9° x 3.8°

IPSL-CM5-MR

France

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

1.3° x 2.5°

MIROC5

Japan

Atmosphere and Ocean Research In- stitute, National Institute for 1.4° x 1.4°
Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology

MPI-ESM-LR

Germany

Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie

1.9° x 1.9°

MPI-ESM-MR

Germany

Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie

1.9° x 1.9°

MRI-CGCM3

Japan

Meteorological Research Institute

1.1° x 1.1°

NORESM1M

Norway

Norwegian Climate Centre

1.9° x 2.5°
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Root Mean Square (RMSE) provides information about the performance of the model in the short term.
In this case, the lower the value, the lower the dispersion of data around the model. The handicap is that a few
outliers can generate a significant increase in its magnitude. The RMSE can be divided into systematic and
unsystematic errors. The systematic errors show the tendency of the model in sub estimate or over estimate a
variable. The unsystematic error is the intrinsic error of the model.
Correlation indicates the meaning statistical relationships between two or more random variables or
observed data values. R square (R2) is a number that indicates the proportion of the variance in the dependent
variable that is predictable from the independent variable and varies from 0 to 1. Higher values of R2 means that the
model has a good adjustment to the observation.
These indices were calculated from the equations below.
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N is the number of observations, Pi means the predicted values and Oi are the observed data. Pi‘ is the
result of the linear regression between Pi and Oi. SSres and SStot are the sum of squares of residuals and the total sum
of squares, respectively.
Although climate models are good tools, they also have some limitations and therefore should be used
with caution. These limitations occur largely due to the uncertainties of the current forecasts, related to
simplifications and parametrization required for models. Study this issue is essential to conduct research in order to
verify the regions where these systematic errors are more prominent. The errors were calculated from the historical
experiment (1900 to 2012) and observed data collected in meteorological stations in the region for the same period.
The variables analyzed were rainfall, and maximum, minimum and average temperature. The model with lower errors
was chosen after the statistical analysis of the performance of the models in the simulation of climatic conditions in
the study area.
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3.1.3. Extreme Events Detection
The study of extreme climate events and their changes are very important due to their strong impacts in
society. Indices that estimate the occurrence of extreme events are used as good tools to indicate changes in climate.
The indices were stablished by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the Research Program Climate
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) and the Expert Team Climate Change Detection Monitoring and Indices
(ETCCDMI). The Special Report on Extreme Events (SREX) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(STOCKER et al., 2014) emphasized this impact. The indices can be used in different fields and applied to different
researches, due to their straightforward calculation and interpretation. In this research, the indices were used to
define the model with more accurate simulations to the study region and to infer about the difference of these
extremes under different emission scenarios that represent climate changes.
The literature review showed the effects of the occurrence of extreme events over different sectors and
scale. Due to this issue, the selected indices (Table 3) was calculated in order to quantify the occurrence of these
extremes on observed and projected data and evaluate how accurate the models can simulate extreme events.
Indices were selected due to their extensive use in academic research, which makes it easy to compare the
results with other studies and have a more accurate dataset. The indices are calculated daily for the historical
simulation and projected scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP 8.5.
Is important to highlight some differences between this indices. The indices can be divided into: 1)
absolute, 2) threshold, 3) percentile and 4) duration indices.
Table 3. Indices to quantify the occurrence of extreme events in Champaign (IL).

Index

Description

Unit

RX1DAY

Maximum rainfall (RR) occurred in one day over the period.

mm

RX5DAY

Maximum RR occurred in interval of five days over the period.

mm

CDD

Consecutive Dry Days. Maximum number of consecutive days with RR < 1mm.

days

CWD

Consecutive wet days. Maximum number of consecutive days with RR ≥ 1mm

days

SU

Number of summer days: Annual count of days when TX > 25 ∘ C.

days

FD

Number of frost days: Annual count of days when TN < 0∘ C

days

ID

Number of icing days: Annual count of days when TX < 0∘ C

days

TXx

Maximum value of daily maximum temperature

°C

TXn

Minimum value of daily maximum temperature

°C

TNx

Maximum value of daily minimum temperature

°C

TNn

Minimum value of daily minimum temperature

°C

DTR

Daily temperature range: Mean difference between TX and TN

°C
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The absolute indices are based on absolute values of temperature and precipitation. In this research, the
absolute indices of temperature are minimum and maximum of TN (TNn and TNx), maximum and minimum of TX
(TXx and TXn), and daily temperature range (DTR). TNn and TNx represents the coldest or hottest day of a year,
respectively. Absolute indices used to measure extreme events of precipitation were RX1DAY and RX5DAY which
represents the maximum accumulated amount of precipitation in one (or five) day precipitation. According to Frich
et al. (2002) this index is often used to describe changes in potential flood risks as heavy rain conditions over several
consecutive days can contribute to flooding conditions.
The threshold indices used were, frost days (FD) which count the days when TN is below 0°C, icing days
(ID) when TX is below 0°C, and summer days (SU) when TX is above 25°C. Those indices are particularly
important for agriculture. Terando et al., (2012) states that changes in frost days can be relevant for agricultural
practice and engineering applications.
The duration indices used were the indices CDD and CWD which are related to the consecutive days
necessary to consider some event as an extreme event. CDD represents the length of the longest period of
consecutive dry and is the only ETCCDI index that describes the lower tail of the precipitation distribution and is
often referred to as a drought indicator. CWD represents the length of the longest period of consecutive wet.
Also, the indices can be associated with other studies and give a background regarding the climate
changes impacts and relate those with other variables related to agriculture (flow, infiltration, runoff, and others).
Box plots were used to analyze this data. This chart gives the variability of the indices between the studied years
facilitating the comparison between the projections of the models in historical simulation (1901 to 2012). Besides,
the chart can also show the median values and the range that represents 50% of the data.

3.2. Experimental Field Data
3.2.1. Study Area
In order to analyze the dynamic of water in the soil, the research was conducted in a Research Farm at
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The region is in the Illinois state, middlewest of USA with
coordinates 40∘04’18.68”N and 88∘12’45.08”W. This area belongs to the Department of Agricultural and Biological
Engineering (ABE) of UIUC. The drainage system associated with each field is presented in Table 4.
This is a region with groundwater near to the surface. This area has been monitored and has available
information about the level of groundwater and flow. The region is located in the central part of the state of Illinois
and is part of the region with the higher concentration of drainage systems in USA (COOKE & VERMA, 2012).
The area has continental climate, with an annual average temperature around 11.05°C and 968.8
millimeters of accumulated annual rainfall. The maximum and minimum annual temperature are around 16.46°C and
5.66°C, respectively. The climatological analysis of the region will be made in order to study the occurrence of
extreme events and how climate changes may affect this occurrence.
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Table 4. Drainage system configuration in the experimental field in Champaign (IL).
Field
Spacing between drains

Depth of the drains

ANW

18.3

0.76

ASW

24.4

1.07

3.2.2. Experiment Configuration
The field was planted to corn over the period of study. Each field is approximately one hectare in size.
The cultivation period is between April and September. This experiment was accomplished in the year of 2015.
Figure 12 presents the corn field in different stages, in months: a) May, b) July and c) September 2015.
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Figure 12. Corn field located in Champaign (Illinois, USA) in a) May, b) July and c) September, 2015.

Table 5 shows information about the fertilizer and pesticides applied in the field during the experiment.
These products were applied before planting, in 04/29/2015, and post emergence, in 06/28/15.
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Table 5. Fertilizers applied in the fields, before planting and post emergence, in 2015.

Date

Product

Quantity

04/29/2015

SOLUTION UAN28

70 Gal/Acre

04/29/2015

86.700 LB AGROTAIN PLUS (EZ-FLO)

3.00 LB/Acre

04/29/2015

21.675 GL LUMAX EZ

3 QT/Acre

04/29/2015

7.225 GL INFANTRY 4L

1 QT/Acre

06/28/2015

LIBERTY 280 SL

29 GL/Acre

06/28/2015

FS AMS MAX DR BULK

24 OZ/Acre

UAN28 is a solution of urea and ammonium nitrate in water used as a fertilizer. This solution has 40%
ammonium nitrate, 30% urea and 30% of water. According to the manufacturers, AGROTAIN PLUS nitrogen
stabilizer is a product which contains the premier urease enzyme inhibitor technology and a proven nitrification
inhibitor that protects nitrogen from ammonia volatilization, denitrification, and nitrate leaching. The product
information sheet describes Lumax EZ herbicide as a combination of three highly effective active ingredients used
for control of annual grasses and broadleaf weeds in the corn field. Infantry 4L is a restricted-use herbicide due to
ground and surface water concerns, used for season-long weed control in corn crops. LIBERTY 280 SL
HERBICIDE is a non-selective herbicide that provides control of a broad spectrum of broadleaf and grassy weeds.
FS AMS MAX is a convenient-to-use liquid adjuvant premix of nonionic surfactant and ammonium sulfate. FS AMS
MAX is designed to enhance the performance of crop protection products that benefit from the inclusion of a non
ionic surfactants, ammonium ions and the water conditioning features of ammonium sulfate. All these information
can be found in the respective product label.
The data was collected at 15 minutes intervals, from April to September (2015), a total of 183 days. Figure
13 shows the data-loggers used in the field. Flow was derived from measured depths over V-Notch weirs. These
weirs were field calibrated to ensure that the values from the Weir equation matched the observed values.

Figure 13. Data-loggers installed in the field and used to collect data in a frequency of 15 minutes.

The data was collected in the corn fields (ANW and ASW), as presented before. The following scheme in
Figure 14 represents the drainage system of the region and the meteorological variables that may have influence over
the dynamics of water in the soil.
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Figure 14. Scheme of the drainage system and the variables that affect the dynamic of water in soil, where wt1 and wt2 are the
water table depth in diferente positions.

The data from the meteorological station (Figure 15) was also collected at 15 minutes intervals from April
to September 2015. The meteorological station was installed in the field during the experimental site. In order to
check if the values were consistent, it was compared the data from the meteorological station in the city of Urbana
(Illinois, USA), near to the experiment. However, in comparing both stations, it was noticed that the one installed in
the field underestimated wind speed. This was probably due to the height of the corn crop as it grows. For this
reason, in the middle of the experiment, the position of the station was changed. Data from both stations were
combined and used as an input to the mathematical model. Missing data from the meteorological station in the field
was covered with data from the other station, in Urbana. The comparison between both stations is shown in Figure
16.
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Figure 15. Meteorological station installed in the field, collecting data from April to September, 2015.

Figure 16. Comparison between data from meteorological station installed in the field and data from the city of Urbana from
May to September.
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3.3. Simulation of Soil Water Dynamics in Hydrus: Model Construction, Input and Output
Data
As mentioned above, it is important to study the dynamics of water, because of the importance of potable
water for life, and due to the vulnerability of water supplies to changes in climate conditions. As part of this study on
the impacts of climate change on soil water dynamics, the Hydrus model was used to simulate some hydrological
variables, such as surface flow, soil water storage, runoff, infiltration, among others. First, model simulations with
observed weather data (Figure 15) were compared to the simulations with data from climate models. Simulations of
soil water dynamics with observed weather data from April to September, 2015, labed "present", were used to
calibrate Hydrus, which was used for simulations from 2011 to 2100 (future projections), and to characterize the
influence of the drainage layout. Those simulations with projected data were used to describe how climate change
could affect soil water dynamics, and to evaluate the risks that this changes might have on corn production.
From meteorological station or climate models, it is necessary to obtain specific meteorological data that
will be used as an input for the mathematical model used to describe soil water dynamics. For Hydrus, information
in needed on: 1) solar radiation (MJ.m-2.day-1), 2) relative humidity (%), 3) average, maximum and minimum
temperature (°C and K), 4) rainfall (cm), and 5) wind speed (km.day-1). The climate model used with Hydrus model
was chosen after a detailed study of errors of the forecast from climate projections. Within this study, the model with
the best ability to represent the climate in the study region was used. This data made it possible to simulate soil water
dynamics in projected scenarios, and to make inference about effects of climate change. The simulations using
different scenarios were made with daily data for the past; historical (30 years, since 1976 until 2005), short term (30
years, 2011 to 2040), medium term (30 years, 2041 to 2070) and long term (30 years, 2071 to 2100). The climate data
used as an input in Hydrus model and space and time discretization used in Hydrus model can be found in Table 6
and Table 7.
All the simulations were made for the ANW and ASW fields, which have with different depth and spacing
of drain tile. Table 8 summarizes this set of simulations. All information regarding Hydrus model can be found at
https://www.pc- progress.com/en/Default.aspx?HYDRUS-3D.
Table 6. Climate data used as input in Hydrus model.

Type of simulation

Variation

Field

Time

Scenarios from climate RCP2.6
model
RCP4.5.
RCP8.5

ANW
ASW

Historical (1976-2005)
Short term (2011-2040)
Medium term (2041-2070)
Long term (2071-2100)

Observed data

ANW,
ASW

Present (May to September - 2015)

Meteorological
Station

Regarding to the geometry information the length units were given in centimeters. The number of soil
materials and layers for mass balances were 4. The depth of the soil profile were 107 cm in ASW and 76 cm in
ANW.
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Table 7. Space and time discretization used in Hydrus model to produce scenarios of simulations.

Time information

Time-variable
boundary conditions

Time units

Days

Initial time

901 , 02,3,4,5

Final time

2731, 109502,3,4,5

Initial time step

0.0011, 2.73973e-0062,3,4,5

Minimum step time

1e-0051, 2.73973e-0082,3,4,5

Maximum step time

51, 0.01369862,3,4,5

Number of time variable boundary 1831, 109502,3,4,5
records
Daily variations of transpiration during yes
day generated by HYDRUS
Sinussoidal variation of precipitation yes
generated by HYDRUS

Meteorological data

Number of meteorological records

1831, 109502,3,4,5

Penman-Monteith Equation

yes

Print times

Number of print times

1831, 109502,3,4,5

Iteration criteria

Maximum number of iterations

10

Water content tolerance

0.001

Pressure head tolerance (cm)

1

Lower optimal iteration range

3

Upper optimal Iteration range

7

Lower time step multiplication factor

1.3

Time step control

Upper Time step Multiplication factor 0.7
Internal Interpolation Lowe Limit of the Tension Interval 1e-006
Tables
(cm)
Upper Limit of the tension Interval 10000
(cm)
Soil Hydraulic model

Single porosity models

van Genuchten-Mualem

Hysteresis
medium4 and long5 term simulation.

No hysteresis

*Present1

historical2,

short3,

Hydrus was used to determine daily variations in transpiration, corresponding to variations in the
potential transpiration rate during the day. The model uses the assumption that hourly values of the potential
transpiration between 0-6 a.m. and 18-24 p.m. represent 10% of the total daily value and that it has a sinusoidal
shape during the rest of the day. This method is described in the followers equations 3.8 and 3.9, where the daily
value of potential transpiration is 𝑇L .
𝑇L 𝑡 = 0.24𝑇L
If t<0.264 d and t>0.736d

(3.8)
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𝑇L 𝑡 = 2.75 𝑇L sin(

6.X.Y
' Z[\

X

. )
6

(3.9)

when 𝑡 𝜖 (0.264 𝑑, 0.736)
Sinusoidal simulations of precipitation were used in all simulations. In this case, variations of the
precipitation rate can be approximated using a cosine function 3.10.

𝑃 𝑡 = 𝑃 (1 + cos(

6.X.Y
∆Y

− 𝜋))

(3.10)

Where 𝑃 is the average precipitation rate at duration ∆𝑡.
The potential evapotranspiration (ET) was calculated using the FAO recommended Penman-Monteith
combination equation (MONTEITH, 1981; ALLEN et al., 1998), as showed in 3.11. The Penman-Monteith
approach defines reference evapotranspiration (ET0) as the rate of evapotranspiration from a hypothetic crop height
of 12 cm, a fixed canopy resistance of 70 sm-1 and an albedo of 0.23.

𝐸𝑇1 =

1.h1i .∆ jk &l m n

opp
u (v &vx )
qr7st 7 w

∆m n('m1.yh u7 )

(3.11)

ET0 is the reference crop evapotranspiration [mm.d-1], Rn is net radiation at the crop surface
[MJ.m-2.d-1], G is the soil heat flux [MJ.m-2.d-1], T is the average air temperature [°C], U2 is the windspeed measured
at 2 m height [m.s-1]. (ea - ed) is the vapor deficit [KPa], where ea is the saturation vapor pressure at temperature T
[Kpa], ed is the vapor pressure at dew point [KPa], and 900 is a conversion factor. Δ is the slope of the vapor
pressure curve [KPa°C-1] (TETENS, 1930; MURRAY, 1966) and 𝛾 is the psychometric constant [KPa°C-1]
(BRUNT, 2011), as described in 3.12 and 3.13.

∆=

𝛾=

h1{i.vw

(3.12)

(|m6}y.y)7

~B .?
n.•

. 10&y = 0.00163.

?
n

(3.13)

Where Cp is the specific heat of moist air (i.e., 1.013 kJ.Kg-1.°C-1), P is the atmospheric pressure [KPa], 𝜀
is the ratio of the molecular weights of water vapor and dry air (i.e. 0.622), and 𝛾 is the latent heat [MJ.kg-1].
Regarding to the hydraulic model, the single porosity model of van Genuchten-Mualem 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 was used.

𝜃 ℎ = 𝜃ƒ +

„I &„G
('m(….†)k )‡

(3.14)

when ℎ < 0 or
𝜃 ℎ = 𝜃8

(3.15)
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when ℎ ≥ 0
'/Ž Ž 6

𝐾 ℎ = 𝑘8 . 𝑆v' . (1 − (1 − 𝑆v

) )

(3.16)

where h is the air entry value [L], 𝜃8 is the saturated water content [-], 𝜃ƒ is the residual water content [-].
𝛼, m and n are empirical parameters [1/L], [-], [-]. Se is the effective water content [-], Ks is the saturated hydraulic
conductivity [L/T], Kr is the relative hydraulic conductivity [-], Kk(hk) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at
pressure head hk [L/T].
The soil type at the site is predominantly Drummer silty clay loam. Soil parameters measured and
calibrated by Badiger (2001) for Hydrus simultaion in this soil, shown in Table 8 were used. The arrangement of the
soil layers in the ANW and ASW fields, used in Hydrus are shown in Figure 17.
Table 8. Field-calibrated soil hydraulic parameters.

Material

Layer

𝜃ƒ (cm3/cm3)

𝜃8 (cm3/cm3)

𝛼 (1/m)

n

Ks (m/day)

1

0-39

0.1

0.4253

4.410

1.1853

0.160

2

39-48

0.1

0.3240

3.171

1.2227

0.204

3

48-80

0.0

0.3520

2.821

1.1859

0.420

4

80-100

0.1

0.3425

2.365

1.1481

0.410

Figure 17. Representative layout of soil materials in field generated by Hydrus.

In Table 8, 𝜃ƒ represents the residual soil water content, 𝜃8 is the saturated soil water content, 𝛼 and n are
parameters in the soil water retention function [L-1], [-]. Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [LT-1] and l is the
tortuosity parameter in the conductivity function [-].
With respect to water flow boundary conditions, the soil surface, the upper boundary was assumed to be
atmospheric. This assumption allows for water build up on the surface. The height of the surface water layer
increases due to precipitation and reduces because of infiltration and evaporation. The subsurface drains were used
as the lower boundary. When this option is selected, analytical solutions derived by Houghoudt et al. (1940) and
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Emst (1963) are used to calculate water flow to horizontal drains (Equação 3.17). The initial condition used was in
water contents.
𝑞Zƒ[/. =

i.‘’“AJ .”H• .†xG mh.‘’qAB .†xG 7
–xG 7

+

†xG

(3.17)

nHkJG

The variable qdrain is the drain discharge rate [LT-1], KhTop and KhBot are respectively the horizontal
saturated hydraulic conductivities above and below the drain system [LT-1]. The watertable height above the drain at
the midpoint between the drains is hdr [L], Ldr is the drain spacing [L], 𝛾v.Yƒ is the entrance resistance into the drains
[T] and Deq is the equivalent depth [L].
According to the Hydrus guide, the equivalent depth as introduced by Hooghoudt is a function of Ldr, the
depth to an impervious layer and the drain radius. Also, Hydrus adopts a numerical scheme as used in SWAT model
(NEITSCH et al., 2011). Drained system is designed with homogeneous profile with drain on top of impervious
layer. The drainage parameters were used according to the field of simulation (ANW and ASW), as showed in Table
4.
The water uptake model introduced by Feddes (FEDDES et al., 1974) was used. Typical values of crop
water needs of corn were taken from Simunek et al. (1996) based in Wesseling (1991) and is presented in the Table 9.
Table 9. Root water uptake parameters for corn.

Paramete Description of the variable
r

Value

Units

P0

Value of pressure head below which roots start to extract water from the soil

-0.15

m

P2H

Value of the limiting pressure head below which the roots cannot extract water at -3.25

m

the minimum rate, considering the potential rate of r2H
P2L

Similar as P2H, but consider a potential transpiration rate of r2L

-6

m

P3

Value of pressure head below which root water uptake ceases

-80

m

r2H

Average rate of potential transpiration

0.001

m/d

R2L

Average rate of potential evaporation

0.001

m/d

According to Hydrus manual guide (SIMUNEK et al., 2005), hCrita is the minimum allowed pressure head
at the soil surface and this value can be activated only by evaporation. As long as the pressure head at the soil surface
is higher then hCrita, the actual evapotranspiration rate is equal to the potential evapotranspiration rate. Once hCrita
value is reached, the actual evaporation rate is decreased from the potential value since the soil is then too dry to
deliver the potential rate. This value is obtained with Equation 3.18.

𝐻ƒ = exp (

†›œ
j|

)

(3.18)

Hr is the relative humidity, g is the gravitational acceleration [LT-2], M is the molecular weight of water [M
mol-1], R is the universal gas constant [J mol-1 K-1], T is the absolute temperature [K] and h is the pressure head [L].
After giving information about time, precipitation and hCrita, users need to specify the Latitude (°) and
altitude (m), and also provide information on the Angstrom values as (the recommended value is 0.25) and bs (0.5), a1
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(0.9) and b1 (0.1) for calculating the effect of cloudiness on long wave radiation. Cloudiness factors from solar
radiation ac and bc are also used (1.35, -0.35). Values a1 (0.34) and b1 (-0.139) were used for calculating the effect of
emissivity on long wave radiation. Heights of wind speed, temperature, and humidity is usually 200 cm. The crop
data also needs to be specified. This data includes crop height (used as 150 cm), albedo (0.2), LAI (2.5) and root
depth (120 cm). Radiation extinction is 0.49. A summary of Hydrus model output data is described in Table 10.
Table 10. Information, parameter, description and units of output variables in Hydrus.
Information
Parameter
Description
Profile

Water flow, boundary fluxes and heads

Meteorological

Units

h

Pressure head

cm

𝜃

Water content

k

Hydraulic conductivity

cm.day-1

C

Hydraulic capacity

1.cm-1

c

Water flux

cm.day-1

rTop

Potential surface flux

cm.day-1

rRoot

Potential root water uptake

cm.day-1

vTop

Actual surface flux

cm.day-1

vBot

Bottom flux

cm.day-1

crTop

Cumulative potential surface flux

cm

crRoot

Cumulative potential root water uptake

cm

cvTop

Cumulative actual surface flux

cm

cvBot

Cumulative bottom flux

cm

hTop

Surface pressure head

cm

hBot

Bottom pressure head

cm

RunOff

Surface run-off

cm

cumRunOff

Cumulative surface run-off

cm

Volume

Soil water storage

cm

cumInf

Cumulative infiltration

cm

cumEvap

Cumulative evaporation

cm

ET

Potential evapotranspiration

mm.day-1

Evap

Potential evaporation

mm.day-1

Transp

Potential transpiration

mm.day-1

Rns

Net short wave radiation

MJ.m-2.day-1

Rnl

Net long wave radiation

MJ.m-2.day-1

Rad

Radiation term

mm.day-1

Aero

Aerodynamic term

mm.day-1

Prec

Precipitation

mm.day-1

In the Hydrus program the Richard's equation for water flow is solved numerically. In Hydrus, this flux
equation includes a term for root water uptake. The equation of heat transport incorporates both water conduction
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and convection. This program can also be use to analyze the water and solute movement in unsaturated, saturated or
partially saturated soil.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Climatological Analysis
4.1.1. Climatology Evaluation
The climatological analysis of the region it was made in order to identify patterns in the historical data.
The heatmaps shown in Figure 18 indicate the seasonality of observed data of precipitation (mm/month) and
average temperature (°C). This data was obtained from a meteorological station in Urbana, Illinois. In total, 115 years
of monthly data are displayed. The region does not have a well-defined rainy season. Despite the summer (June to
September) having the highest rainfall, there are also frequent storms in other seasons. The wettest month in the
record was of July of 1992 with approximately 352 mm of rainfall. Before 1970, there were only two months with
accumulation greater than 25 centimeters (1902 and 1943). However, after 1970, there were five such months
(1971,1977, 1985, 1992, 1993, 1995). Seasons are well defined, with an average temperature of 23°C in summer (June
to September) and -2°C in winter (December to March).
Precipitation and temperature (average, maximum and minimum) between 1901 and 2015 are shown in
Figure 19. Annual rainfall is highly variable. The average annual rainfall of 968.8 and is represented on the chart (left)
by a straight line. The dotted line shows an increasing precipitation trend over the years. The chart also shows the
average temperatures, maximum and minimum observed. The average values of these variables are 11.06°C, 16.46°C,
5.65°C, respectively. The temperature variables are highly correlated. Temperature increases slightly over the years.
This trend is represented by the dotted line. From the annual average, it is difficult to identify patterns in the
variables that may be taken as evidence of changes in climate region. One way to try to identify patterns is to evaluate
anomalies of the variables (Figure 20).
The study of precipitation anomalies indicates a small upward trend in the positive anomaly of
precipitation in recent years, mainly from the year 1965. Regarding to the temperature, notably at the beginning of
the 20th century tended to be negative, then began to increase until the middle of 1950. Between the late 1950s and
early 1980s, it is possible identify a reduction in the anomalies (highly positive for highly negative) and a reduction in
the mean temperature during this period. Some hypotheses may explain this change in temperature patterns. These
might be related to the presence of aerosols in the atmosphere. Some aerosol particles (such as sulfate) alter the
Earth's energy balance reflecting and scattering solar radiation back into space. These particles reduce the amount of
radiation reaching the Earth's surface and thus cools the surface. The most likely hypothesis is based on a working
model (TEGEN, 1990) which infers that since 1950 there was significant growth of aerosol emissions in the US,
mainly sulfate. Since 1980 however, there was a reduction of the emission of this component, based on campaigns as
"Clean Air Act." There are other hypothesis such as that shown in Handler (1985) which relates volcanic activities
throughout the world, with the amount of aerosol in the atmosphere. Another explanation for variations in
temperature anomaly can be based on fluctuations in the ocean heat transport, which can contribute to multidecadal
climate variations.
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Figure 18. Variation if monthly accumulated precipitation (mm/month) (a), and average temperature (°C) (b) in the region of
Urbana-Champaign (Illinois, USA) between 1901 to 2015.
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Figure 19. Variation of precipitation (a) and temperature (b) in the region of Urbana-Champaign (Illinois, USA), from 1901 to
2015.

Figure 20. Anomalies of observed precipitation (a) accumulated per year and average temperature (b) per year (maximum,
minimum and average) in Urbana-Champaign (IL, USA) between the period 1901 to 2015.

These results agree with the results presented by Hansen et al. (2001) which identifies global warming
patterns between the years 1900 and 1940 and cooling between the years 1940 and 1965; although in this
instancethere was also warming pattern from 1978 until the beginning of 21th century.
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4.1.2. Extreme Events Occurrence
Indices of extreme precipitation and temperature events for the area, are given in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
The accumulated one day (RX1DAY) and five consecutive days (RX5DAY) precipitation indices tend to increase
over the years. The biggest RX1DAY and RX5DAY events occured in 1993, and had a value of 135.13 millimeters
and 192.53 millimeters, respectively. Ten years later (2003) the RX5DAY index reached the value of 176.23
millimeters. This value occur just once in the first 90 years of analysis, in 1927 with 177.03 millimeters. Thus the
highest values occur in the last 30 years.

Figure 21. Extreme events of precipitation, considering observed data from 1901 to 2015. The dashed line means the tendency of
each index, the letter a) presents the index of maximum value of rainfall in one and five days (RX1DAY, RX5DAY) and b) the
maximum number of consecutive dry and wet days (CDD, CWD).

The consecutive wet days (CWD) index does not have a large variance. Before 1960, the consecutive dry
days (CDD) index only exceeded 30 once (1904, 31 days). However, after 1960 it has exceeded 30 four times (196437 days, 1979-31 days, 2002-33 days, 2015-37 days). These results may be indicative that the case of years with long
period without rainfall is increasing, which could be a problem for sectors such as agriculture and energy.
Extreme temperatures are represented by the minimum value of minimum and maximum temperature
(TNn and TXn), maximum value of minimum and maximum temperature (TNx and TXx), daily temperature range
(DTR), number of summer days (SU), number of frost days (FD), number of icing days (ID) indices. There is no
tendency for TNx and TNn to increase or decrease in this region (Figure 22). TXx exceeded 40°C four times before
1954 but not once since then. SU exceeded 130 days nine times in the whole period studied (1901-2015), seven of
which were in the last 30 years (2015, 2012, 2010, 2007, 2005, 1991, 1986). This tendency of increasing frequency of
SU could be indicative of global warming. SU is defined as the sum of the days in a year with daily temperature
higher than 25°C.
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Figure 22. Extreme events of temperature, considering observed data from 1901 to 2015. The dashed line means the tendency of
each index, the letter a) presents the index of maximum value of maximum and minimum temperature (TXx, TNx), b) minimum
value of maximum and minimum temperature (TXn, TNn), c) daily temperature range (DTR) and d) number of summer, frost and
icing days (SU, FD and ID).

Based on the number of frozen days (annual count of days when TN < 0°C) it was possible to identify a
decreasing trend for this index. There were more than 130 frozen days in a year five times between 1900 and 1926,
but only once since then (2013). This fact may be indicative that the region is not as cold as it is used to be. Tx
exceed 50 days six times, all during or after 1960 (1960, 1963, 1978, 1985, 2010, 2014). The amplitude of daily
temperature is decreasing although in 1988 was the highest value.
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4.1.3. Statistical Analysis Of Errors
The statistical analysis of the climate in the region can be used to identify the model which most
accurately represents the study region. It should be noted that the statistical analysis can be used to identify the
models that best match observed data, but this is not directly related to the representation of the physical processes.
This analysis can also help other researchers choose the most accurate model for the region, in order to apply other
techniques, such as downscaling or agricultural applications.
Goodness-of-fit statistics for maximum, minimum and average temperature, and also for precipitation are
shown in Figures 23, 24 and 25. Based on the negative values of the Mean Bias Error (MBE), the models have a
tendency to underestimate the precipitation (Figure 23). Those models also tends to underestimate the maximum
and average temperature (Tmax, Tmed) and overestimate the minimum temperature (Tmin) in the historical simulation.
Based on Mean Absolute Error (MAE), maximum temperature and precipitation have the lowest values of error.
The model with the lowest MAE was IPSL-CM5-MR and the model with highest value was CANESM2. IPSL-CM5MR underestimates of Tmax, Tmed and precipitation, while CANESM2 generally overestimates temperature
(maximum, minimum and average) and precipitation.

Figure 23. Statistical analysis of errors of temperature (maximum, average and minimum, °C) and precipitation (mm) in the
climate models, based on mean (absolute and bias) error (MAE, MBE) considering systematic and unsystematic errors.
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Figure 24. Statistical analysis of errors of temperature (maximum, average and minimum, °C) and precipitation (mm) in the
climate models, based on root mean square error (RMSE) considering systematic and unsystematic erros.

Figure 25. Statistical analysis of errors of temperature (maximum, average and minimum) and precipitation in the climate models,
based on correlation and coefficient of determination R2.

RMSE (Figure 24) can be divided into systematic RMSEs and unsystematic RMSEus

components.

The

unsystematic part is, in most cases, higher than the systematic part. This fact makes the removal of the errors
difficult. In the case of precipitation, RMSEs is not much larger than RMSEus. However, RMSEs it was not removed
due to the difficulty of doing this removal in a punctual variable. Precipitation had the highest total RMSE, and
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average temperature, the lowest. The model with lowest and highest values of RMSE were NORESM1-M and
CANESM2, respectively.
Correlation (C) and coefficient of determination (R2) are extremely low for precipitation (Figure 25).
These low values may be due to the fact that precipitation is a punctual variable. Such variables are difficult to
predict. For example, a delay of one day in predicting precipitation could lead to a very low correlation, even if the
predicted values were extremely accurate. In a long term, is very difficult to predict the exact day of a large rainfall,
but it is important that the tendency having large rainfall events is correct. Temperatures are normally is easier to
predict, which might explain why temperature variables have higher C and R2. The correlation between observed and
simulated temperatures exceed 0.7, with average temperature having the highest correlation. The MIROC5 model
had the highest C and R2 values.
It is more important to match extreme events that average values since the effects of these extremes are
more devastating. The Figures 26 and 27 shows the boxplot for the extreme events of precipitation and temperature.

Figure 26. Occurrence of extreme events of precipitation according to observed data (blue box) and climate models (grey box),
between 1901 and 2015. The indices are a) Maximum value of rainfall in one day (RX1DAY), b) Maximum value of rainfall in five
days (RX5DAY), c) consecutive dry days (CDD), d) consecutive wet days (CWD).
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Most of models underestimate RX1DAY , particularlythe IPSL(CM5MR) model. The FGOALS(G2) and
NORESM(1M) models had the lowest values of the RX5DAY index. The IPSL(CM5MR) model once again, along
with the MIROC5, MPI(ESMLR), MPI(ESMMR) and MRI(CGCM3)models, best replicated the observed data.
CDD and CWD (consecutive dry and wet days) were overestimation in the simulations, particularly when outliers are
considered. The BCC(CSM1) model most overestimated CDD, while the IPSL(CM5LR) model most overestimated
CWD. The IPSL(CM5MR), MIROC5, MPI(ESMLR), MPI(ESMMR) and MRI(CGCM3) models best replicated
these two indices.
While some of the models overestimated TXx and TNx , but there was not an overarching tendency. The
BCC(CSM1), Can(ESM2) and CNRM(CM5) most overestimated these indices. The CNRM(CM5) and MIROC5
models had higher values of both extremes than the observed data. The FGOALS(G2) and BCC(CSM1) models had
the lowest values of TXn and TNn.

Figure 27. Occurrence of extreme events of temperature according to observed data (blue box) and climate models (grey box),
between 1901 and 2015. The indices are maximum value of a) maximum (TXx) and b) minimum temperature (TNx), minimum
value of c) maximum (TXn) and d) minimum temperature (TNn).
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Figure 28. Occurrence of extreme events of temperature according to observed data (blue box) and climate models (grey box),
between 1901 and 2015. The indices are maximum value of a) summer days (SU), b) icing days (ID), c) frozing days (FD) and d)
daily temperature range (DTR).

Figure 28 shows the occurence of extreme events of SU, ID, FD and DTR. The model FGOALS(G2)
most overestimated ID. Some models tended to overestimate DTR. The IPSL(CM5MR) and Can(ESM2) models
best replicated SU. When compared to the observed data, the CNRM(CM5) and FGOALS(G2) models
underestimated and overestimated FD, respectively.

4.1.4. Climate Projections Scenarios
As can be inferred from the previous section, the choice of a model to use in a specific location is not
easy. There is a lot of factors that can influence this choice, depending mostly of the application of this data. In this
case, for the region of Urbana-Champaign in Illinois state (USA) the IPSL(CM5MR) model was good at replicating
both meteorological variables and extreme events. This IPSL model includes an interactive carbon cycle, a
representation of tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry, and a comprehensive representation of aerosols. A fully
description of this model can be found at Dusfrene et al. (2013).
IPSL(CM5MR) was developed in France by the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace. The horizontal grade is 1.3°x
2.5°. More information about this model can be found at https://verc.enes.org/models/earthsystem-
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models/ipsl/ipslesm. This model tends to underestimate precipitation, average and maximum temperature and
overestimate minimum temperature. It accurately estimated the indices for extreme events in general, but
overestimated ID and underestimated DTR.
Climate projections scenarios for the IPSL(CM5MR) model are given by Figure 29. The simulated data
are divided into historical (1901 to 2005) and RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (2006 to 2100).
Regarding to precipitation, the climate scenarios does not show any pattern. But it is also presented that
the accumulated values can be higher in specific years. At the end of the 21th century, it is notice the more often
occurence of low values of accumulated precipitation. All scenarios of temperature projections indicates that this
variable may increase in future. The scenario with higher increase was RCP8.5, which was expected considering that
this scenario is the most pessimist in the analyzed projections. The scenario with lower increase was RCP2.6, the
optimist scenario. The same pattern is observed in maximum and minimum temperature, however, with different
magnitudes.
This variables and indices were also analyzed in terms of percentile. In order to make this analysis it was
made the average of the index/variable for the period. The period was divided into 3 ranges: 2011 to 2040, 2041 to
2070 and 2070 to 2100. These values were compared to the average values of 1976 to 2005, considering this period
as a period of reference, representing the current conditions of extreme events in the region. The total period of
historical simulation was not considered, because of the difference in extreme events founded between the beginning
and ending of 20th century.
Figure 30 shows the changes on precipitation, maximum, average and minimum temperature, considering
the percentile of difference between climate projections (divided into periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100)
and the reference period of 1976 to 2005.
The RCP2.6 scenario indicated the highest values of changes in precipitation and this changes tends to be
more expressive in the period of 2041 to 2070, with 22.61% of change when compared to observed data. The
tendency of decreasing of precipitation, compared to the reference, are founded only in the RCP8.5 for the final
period of the 21th century (2071 to 2100), and it is around -0.8% of change. Also, in agreement with Figure 29,
Figure 30 presents an increase of changes in maximum, mean and minimum temperature in all climate scenarios.
This changes in maximum, minimum and average temperature are higher in the last period (2071-2100) of RCP8.5
scenario. This change can reach the value of 58.4% for maximum, 81.1% for mean temperature and 125.4% for
minimum temperature.
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Figure 29. Observed and simulated data of precipitation and maximum, average, and minimum temperature (projected by
IPSL(CM5MR)) for 1901 to 2100. The simulated data includes historical simulation (grey) and RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (green) and
RCP8.5 (red).
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Figure 30. Changes on precipitation, maximum, average and minimum temperature, considering the percentile of difference
between climate projections (divided into periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) and the reference period of 1976 to 2005.
These changes were calculated for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

Figure 31 shows that the RX1DAY index was underestimated by the historical simulation. Also, the
projected scenarios presents the increase of frequency of extreme events of precipitation in one day (RX1DAY),
mostly in RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Same pattern is presented for the RX5DAY index, which underestimate the
observed data. This index (RX5DAY) also presents a tendency of occurrence of high values in all scenarios. The
highest value is simulated by the RCP2.6 simulation. CDD index calculated by historical projection overestimate the
index calculated with observed data. Projections also shows the occurrence of extreme events with high values of
CDD. CWD index is also expected to be higher on future, considering all scenarios of climate projections.
From Figure 32 we observed that all scenarios shows increasing of RX1DAY in future and RCP8.5 shows
higher increase at the end of the century (up to 50.1%). Same pattern is found in RX5DAY, although the percentile
of increasing of the index for the RCP8.5 (2071 to 2100) was 32.01%.
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Figure 31. Indices of extreme events of precipitation calculated based on observed and simulated data (projected by
IPSL(CM5MR)) for 1901 to 2100. The indices calculated are maximum value of rainfall in one (RX1DAY) and five days
(RX5DAY) and consecutive dry (CDD) and wet days (CWD). The simulated data includes historical simulation (grey) and
RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (green) and RCP8.5 (red).

CWD and CDD also presented patterns of positive change in the percentle of the indices.
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CWD and CDD also presented patterns of positive change in the percentle of the indices. CWD indicates
the period of 2041 to 2070 as the more intense in terms of changes in the consecutive wet days, and the RCP4.5
presents the worst scenario (increase of 62.08%). The trend considering the consecutive dry days (CDD) is increase
of the index and the worst scenario is that this index could reach 29.05% of change in RCP8.5 (2071-2100).

Figure 32. Changes on index of extreme precipitation, as RX1DAY, RX5DAY, CDD and CWD, considering the percentile of
difference between climate projections (divided into periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) and the reference period of 1976
to 2005. These changes were calculated for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

From Figure 33 and the indices of extreme events of temperature, it is noticed again the tendency of
increase of temperature on future. The projections indicates that the maximum values of maximum and minimum
temperature may increase until 2100.
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Figure 33. Indices of extreme events of temperature calculated based on observed and simulated data (projected by
IPSL(CM5MR)) for 1901 to 2100. The index are maximum value of maximum (TXx) and minimum temperature (TNx), minimum
value of maximum (TXn) and minimum temperature (TNn). The simulated data includes historical simulation (grey) and RCP2.6
(blue), RCP4.5 (green) and RCP8.5 (red).
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This tendency of increase can be noticed in the increase of percentile of change (Figure 34). Thus, the
minimum value of maximum and minimum temperature shows the same trend. The highest changes were in RCP8.5
in the period of 2071 to 2100. The values of the percentile of changes were: 24.92% (TXx), 35.82% (TNx), 56.66%
(TNn) and 84.48% (TXn). The lowest values of changes for TXx and TNn were in RCP4.5 in the period of 2011 to
2040 (4.83% and 5.35%, respectively). For the indices TNn and TXn the lowest values were found for same period
but in RCP8.5 (30.46% and 46.87%).

Figure 34. Changes on extreme indices, as TXx, Tnx, Txn and TNn considering the percentile of difference between climate
projections (divided into periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) and the reference period of 1976 to 2005. These changes
were calculated for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

An interesting point is related to the SU, DTR, ID and FD indices, presented in Figure 35. SU was well
simulated in historical projection when compared to the observed simulation. However, in future scenarios the
projections shows increase of summer days, which is also observed in the percentile of changes in this indices
(Figure 36).
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Figure 35. Indices of extreme events of temperature calculated based on observed and simulated data (projected by
IPSL(CM5MR)) for 1901 to 2100. The index are maximum value of maximum (TXx) and minimum temperature (TNx), minimum
value of maximum (TXn) and minimum temperature (TNn), summer days (SU), icing days (ID), daily temperature range (DTR)
and frozing days (FD). The simulated data includes historical simulation (grey) and RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (green) and RCP8.5
(red).
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Also, in Figure 35 we noticed the higher increasing of SU in RCP8.5 and lowest in RCP2.6. Figure 36
shows that this increase is around 35.67 % in the period of 2011-2040 (RCP2.6) and goes up to 64.77% in the period
of 2071-2100 (RCP8.5). Regarding to DTR index, although the model has good capacity in simulate the weather in
the study region, the index was largely underestimated by the model in historical simulation and future projection
does not show any visible pattern from Figure 35. Based on Figure 36 it is possible to infer that this change is around
4% in the end of the century. However, there is no agreement between the climate scenarios regarding to the
simulation of the index DTR in the period of 2011-2040 (RCP2.6 simulates positive changes of 2.58%, and RCP8.5
simulates negative changes around -4.9%).

Figure 36. Changes on extreme indices, as SU, ID, DTR and FD, considering the percentile of difference between climate
projections (divided into periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) and the reference period of 1976 to 2005. These changes
were calculated for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

The ID index were overestimated by historical projection and there is a tendency of decreasing of the
values of this index in all projection. This tendency of decreasing i salso founded considering the index FD, and is
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more proeminente in RCP8.5 (Figure 35). This decreasing is reflected in the percentile of changes (Figure 36), which
is negative in both index. This changes ranges -45.49% in the period of 2011-2040 to -70.95% in the period of 20712100 (FD, RCP8.5). For the index ID, this values are -73.43% to -94.5%, respectively.
The apendix A1, A2, A3 and A4 presents the values of this percentile of changes for all variables and
indices.
In this first part of the research it was identified the climate change in the region (from 1901 to 2015).
The model IPSL(CM5MR) was founded as the most accurate for the analyzed region. However, the model presented
tendency of underestimation of precipitation and average and maximum temperature between 1901 to 2005.
Regarding to minimum temperature this models has tendency to overestimation. Regarding to the indices of extreme
events, we noticed that most of them showed good performance.
As a partial conclusion of this results we can highlight that the variation of precipitation in the future may
cause increasing of the RX1DAY, RX5DAY, CDD and CWD. This evidence can be specially noticed observing the
period of 2071 to 2100 in RCP8.5. In this projection, the increasing of 0.8% in precipitation (compared to the period
of reference) will reflect an increase of 50.1% (RX1DAY), 29.05% (RX5DAY), 29.05% (CDD) and 42.08% in CWD.
From this result we can conclude that the changes are more proeminente in maximum values of precipitation in 1
day (than the accumalted precipitation in a year or in the accumulated precipitation in 5 days). Also, the changes in
the consecutive wet days (CWD) are larger than the changes in consecutive dry days (CDD). This situation
representes a risk for agriculture, considering that the less distributed rainfall and scenarios of higher values of
rainfall, increases for example the potential risk of runoff in the field which can compromisse the production due to
moisture stress. The consequences of this changes in climate conditions will be analyzed in next section.
Considering the extreme events of temperature, we noticed that the increasing of average, maximum and
minimum temperature will be reflected as an increasing of the indices TNn, TNx, TXn, TXx and SU; and decreasing
of the index ID and FD. Based on the simulation of RCP8.5 in the period of 2071 to 2100, is importante to highlight
the increase of 125.42% of the minimum temperature and the increase of 56.66% and 84.48% in the minimum
values of minimum and maximum temperature. This increase in temperatures will represent a risk for agriculture
considering the evapotranspiration, which will increase the water necessity of the plants and can create a hydrical
stress. Also, the indices ID and FD tends to decrease (-94.5% and -70.92%), which can be good considering a
possibility to switch the dates of planting and harvest as a mitigation measure.

4.2. Hydrus Model Simulation
4.2.1. Meteorological Analysis And Sensitivity Of Drainage Parameters
The drainage parameters play an important role in the dynamic of water and solutes in soil. In order to
analyze the sensitivity of drainage parameters, is also necessary study the weather conditions in the experiment.
Figure 37 presents the meteorological fluxes simulated by Hydrus mode during April to September, 2015.
The analyzed period correspond to the period between planting (April) and harvest (September) of maize, in 2015.
The highest events of precipitation during the experiment occur in 05/30/15, 06/25/15 and 09/18/15 with values
of 75.438, 73.914 and 60.198 millimeters, respectively.
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Figure 37. Meteorological fluxes, between April to September, 2015. The fluxes are divided into a) rainfall (blue) and relative
humidity (black), b) maximum (blue) and minimum temperature (red), c) wind speed (black), d) evaporation (blue), transpiration
(red) and evapotranspiration (black), e) radiative term (red) and aerodynamic term (blue), f) net short wave radiation (Rns, blue)
and net out-going long wave radiation (Rnl, red).
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Maximum and minimum temperature increased during the experiment with the approach of summer. We
observed that the intensity of wind tends to decrease all over the days. This reflects in the aerodynamic term, which
follow same pattern of decreasing. This pattern can be explained by the resistance of the crop to wind flow. The
radiation term follow the increase and decrease of temperature during the cycle. Figure 37 indicate that most part of
the evapotranspiration is due to the transpiration of the corn crop although the evaporation has some part in the
total evapotranspiration.
After the precipitation, there is a reduction of values of maximum and minimum temperature, which
reflect in reduction of fluxes of evapotranspiration, evaporation and transpiration. Regarding to the net short wave
radiation (Rns) and net out-going long wave radiation (Rnl) we noticed that Rnl does not show larger variation in the
studied period. However, Rns presents variation related with the variation of temperature.
Figure 38 shows the potential root water uptake of the crop. This potential was calculated from Hydrus
and depends of the climate conditions, considering that the root water uptake is the response of the plant of thermal
and water stress.

Figure 38. Potential root water uptake, considering the corn crop in the experimental field, from April to September (2015).

From Figure 38 we noticed that the changes in potential root water uptake is associated to changes in
evapotranspiration. In this meteorological conditions were analyzed the flow in the experimental fields (ANW and
ASW). The variation of flow and level according to the field is presented in Figure 39.
Figure 39 shows that level and flow have similar behavior, considering that the flow is the level of water
after a V-Notch calibration. Analyzing the values of spacing between drains and depth of this drains in each field it is
possible to explain the behavior of the level and flow founded in Figure 39. The field ANW and ASW has similar
behavior, however, the values of level and flow are different in magnitude. As presented in Table 11, the field ANW
is the one with drains near to surface (0.76 meters) and spacing between drains with 18.3 meters. So normally the
field do not have large values of flow, and after a heavy precipitation (as happened in 06/25/2015) the system is
capable to a flow large amount of water. This is the ideal condition for drainage system considering that this system
does not allow large amount of water in the field and withdraws this water from the field, avoiding problems due to
poor drainage.
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Considering the field ASW (the one with higher spacing between drains), the system normally have some
amount of flow, with immediate response after rainfall events and more susceptible to atmospheric conditions.
However, when a large amount of water is introducet in the field, the drains need more time to drain the water from
the field.
Hydraulic properties of this soil (as hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic capacity, water content and effective
water content) can be found at Apendix B.1, and were based in Badiger et al (2001).

Figure 39. Meteorological fluxes, between April to September (2015). The data was collect in ANW (red) and ASW (blue) field.

Figure 40 and 41 shows the profile information in each field (ANW and ASW).
Figure 40 shows the water fluxes considering the variables surface flux (vTop, cm.day-1) and cumulative
actual surface flux (SumvTop, cm.day-1), over the different designs of drainage systems. To analyze this variables is
necessary first state that the negative values is due to the direction of the flux). In other words, the negative flux is
due to the direction of the flux to the soil or, the flux flowing into the drains, and are influenced by the drainage
system parameters. In order to facilitate the understanding of these variables it will be treated as absolute values. The
cumulative surface flux (sumvTop, cm.day-1) has same pattern of the surface flux with the lowest (absolute) values in
the field with drains near surface (ANW) and highest (absolut) values in ASW field. Considering the surface flux
(vTop, cm.day-1) it is noticeable that during an extreme event of precipitation there is always a large negative flux,
following by a high value of flux. This relation can be confirmed when analyzed the events of large precipitation
occurred in 05/30/2015, 06/25/2015 and 09/18/2015. ANW shows the lowest absolute values, and this flux is
related to the proximity of the drain to surface.
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Figure 40. Profile information of: a) surface flux (vTop, cm.day-1) and b) cumulative surface flux (SumvTop, cm.day-1) in the
fields ANW (red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), between April to September, 2015.

Figure 41. Profile information of: a) soil water storage (volume, cm) and c) cumulative infiltration (Sum Inf, cm.day-1) in the
fields ANW (red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), between April to September, 2015.

Water storage (volume, cm) is the fundamental state variable of hydrological systems, as the water storage
changes. The soil water storage indicated on Figure 41 shows that the field ANW presented lower value of soil water
storage which is explained by the lowest spacing between drains and drains near to surface. ASW has higher values
of water storage due to the higher spacing between drains, higher depth of the drains and consequently the difficulty
to drain the water in the soil. This condition of ASW field may cause problems in future due to excess of water in the
soil.
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Both field presented same pattern due to the relation of water storage with climate condition and plant
growth, which are the same in both fields. Also, cumulative infiltration was higher in ANW than ASW. This occurs
most likely due to the large spacing between drains used in the ASW field.
Infiltration (SumInf, cm) has long been a focus of agriculture and water research because of its
fundamental role in land-surface and sub-surface hydrology, and agricultural irrigation (Milla & Kish, 2006). The
infiltration value gives an idea if the root of the plant is receiving the necessary amount of water to maintain the
production. ANW has highest values of infiltration also because of the smaller depth of the drains which facilitate he
infiltration into the soil, when compared to the other field. Since ASW has high values of spacing between drains, it
is noticeable that the infiltration in this filed is smaller.
Figure 42 shows the profile information, considering the variables: surface runoff (Flux, cm.day-1) and
cumulative surface runoff (CumFlux, cm), between April to September, 2015. Regarding to surface runoff (Flux,
cm.day-1), Figure 42 shows that the ASW field present higher values which indicates that there is a large flux over the
surface due to the condition of drains installed and the incapability to infiltrate the water. Figure 42 also shows that
considering the cumulative surface runoff (CumFlux, cm) there is no large difference between the fields. Also, as
expect, the highest values of CumFlux are related to extreme events of precipitation (days 150, 176 and 261).
Also was simulated by Hydrus model the profile information of water content (𝜃, -), water flux (v,
cm.day-1), pressure head (h, cm), hydraulic conductivity (k, cm.day-1) and hydraulic capacity (C, 1.cm-1). Those
parameters were simulated in different time. The Figure 43 shows the parameters simulated in 4 prints: T1 (day 91),
T2 (150), T3 (200) and T4 (273). Before analyze this figure is important to highlight some information regarding the
climate conditions of this specifics days printed. In the day 91 the precipitation was zero and the model did not have
enough time to adjust simulation. In the day 150, the region experimented an extreme event of precipitation (around
75.438 mm in a day) after a dry period. In day 200, the soil was humid, not because of the rainfall of the day (which
was 0.508 mm) but because of the sequence of wet days presented in the week. The final time (day 273) did not had
precipitation events. As expected (and showed in Figure 43), the print 2, which represents the day when occurred an
event of intense precipitation, had the higher values of hydraulic conductivity, pressure head and water contents.
This fact indicates the necessity of studying the climate conditions and the effects of future climate changes over
hydrological parameters.
The yield of the both fields, ANW and ASW, were equal and around 216.06 bu/acre. This yield can be
related to a lot of factors, and not only because of the drainage system. This makes it difficult to compare yield with
any other variable.
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Figure 42. Profile information of surface runoff (flux, cm/day) and cumulative surface runoff (Sum Inf, cm) in the fields ANW
(red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), between April to September, 2015.
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Figure 43. Profile information of a) water flux, b) hydraulic conductivity, c) hydraulic capacity, d) pressure head and e) water
content, in a soil in Illinois (USA), between April to September, 2015. The variables were simulated for three fields (ANW and
ASW) showed with different line types and were simulated in five different times showed with different colors.
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4.2.2. Applications In Climate Projections
In this section is presented the results of hydrus simulation, using climate data from different climate
projection scenarios. This section is divided into past analysis and future climate projection (presented for short,
medium and long term integration).

4.2.2.1. Past Analysis
The past analysis were made considering the period of 30 years from 1976 to 2005. This period was
chosen after the initial results of climate section, which indicates changes of patterns all over the 20th century. So it
was assumed that this period represents better the current climate. The length of 30 years were considered in order
to have same length of time series as the simulations for future (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). For this reason, it is
showed just the simulations from 1976 to 2005 to consider as a baseline for the following steps of the research.
Figure 44 indicates the surface flux and cumulative surface flux simulated for both fields. Considering the
historical simulation it was observed same pattern as the presented with observed data, where the field ASW
presented lowest (absolute) values of surface flux and cumulative surface flux (Figure 44). This result agreered with
the results founded in Figure 40.

Figure 44. Profile information of: a) surface flux (vTop, cm.day-1) and b) cumulative surface flux (SumvTop, cm.day-1) in the
fields ANW (red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), considering the periof of 1976 to 2005 in the historical simulation of IPSL
model.

Also, observing the cumulative surface flux it is noticeable an increase of this value in the last 15 years of
analysis. This can be analyzed in the context of extreme events indices, which indicate increase of extreme events of
precipitation in same period (for example, as showed in Figure 21, RX1DAY).
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Figure 45 present the historical simulation of the soil water storage and cummulative infiltration, and
shows also the same trend as Figure 41 (observed simulation). However it is also noticeable from Figure 42 that the
soil water storage tended to reduce in the last 15 years.
Figure 46 shows the runoff and cumulative runoff for the historical simulation in both fields. However,
this figure does not indicates visible changes in runoff or cumulative runoff considering the selected drainage
systems. So further steps of this studies will present valuable explanation regarding to the behavior of runoff in both
fields.

Figure 45. Profile information of: a) soil water storage (Volume, cm) and b) cumulative infiltration (Sum Inf, cm.day-1) in the
fields ANW (red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), considering the periof of 1976 to 2005 in the historical simulation of IPSL
model.
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Figure 46. Profile information of: a) surface runoff (flux, cm/day) and c) cumulative surface runoff (Sum Inf, cm) in the fields
ANW (red) and ASW (blue) in Illinois (USA), considering the period of 1976 to 2005 in the historical simulation of IPSL model.
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4.2.2.2. Short, Medium and Long Time Variations
Climate changes is likely to have significant effects on the hydrological cycle. In this section is presented
the simulations of dynamic of water in soil under different climate projections, using IPSL_CM5 model. This model
was chosen after the erros of a set of models for this specific region were analyzed. The hydrological cycle it will
respond to the differences in climate variations, which will also contribute to the evapotranspiration and also will
define the necessity of the crop, in terms of water and temperature. Those differences in climate projections were
already studied in the section 4.1, which showed the increasing of annual average of maximum and minimum
temperature and annual accumulated precipitation. It was also showed the increasing of indices of extreme events of
precipitation (CDD, CWD, Rx1DAY, Rx5DAY) and temperature (SU, TXx and others), and decreasing of some
temperature indices (ID, FD).
This unequal distribution of precipitation, as changes in the timing of wet and dry season can lead in both
drought and flood, which makes important studies about effect of climate changes in dynamic of water. Also, as
indicated in Appendix C 1, IPSL model integrated with Hydrus model presented an increase of evapotranspiration all
over the analyzed periods. The period with higher percentile change in evapotranspiration is 2071-2100, and this
changes are more pronounced in RCP8.5 scenario (around 19% of increasing of evapotranspiration). Also, as
presented in the previous sections the hydrological cycle will be intensified, with more evaporation and more
precipitation. But the increase in the precipitation it is unequal, by the occurrence of extreme events of precipitation.
Simulations were made in order to describe the variations of hydrological and climatological variables
under scenarios of climate changes. The scenarios was chosen to represent the optimistic, regular and pessimist
projection (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) for each field. The next figures presents the simulations of IPSL model
applied in Hydrus model to simulate surface pressure head, cumulative surface pressure head, soil water storage,
cumulative infiltration, considering this variables really important in a crop corn production. This part of this
research intend to describe changes in hydrological characteristic at this particular region located in Champaign
(Illinois). The model is run to simulate 30 years (1976-2005, 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) in a daily time step.
The data simulated in Hydrus using climate projections were compared with a baseline climatology
(circle), from 1976 to 2005. The simulation were ploted as a boxplot (Figures 47, 49 and 51), in order to verify the
outliers of the series, considering this outliers as extreme events, which are more dangerous to agricultural processes.
Also was ploted the percentile of average changes in different scenarios of projections and period, as presented in
Figures 48, 50 and 52.
From figure 47 it is possible infer about how climate change may affect the surface flux. The negative
signal of the surface flux were used to indicate the direction of the flux and the values will be explained as absolut
values. On the top of the figure, the field ANW (red) presented lower values (module) comparing to ASW (blue).
This indicates that the risk associated in ASW drainage system is higher than ANW, which is related to the higher
spacing between drains and the difficulty in this case in drainage the necessary amount of water. Considering both
fields, the simulations normally indicates more otliers (high values, or in other words, extreme events of surface flux)
in the future projections when compared to the period of reference (mostly the simulations of 2011-2040 and 20412100). It is not possible to indentify a pattern of variation in terms of average values of surface flux within the fields
or within the periods od simulation. To analyze this average values, Figure 38 shows the percentile of change in the
average values. This analysis were made using the average values of the period and compared to the values of the
reference period. This changes shows the uncertainty of the projected hydrological variables. This values are also
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presented in Appendix D, as a table. From the top of Figure 38 we observed that in terms of average values the
simulations shows a tendency of decreasing of surface flux in the beggining of the century (20011-2040, RCP2.6 and
RCP4.5) and increasing in middle and end of century (2041-2070 and 2071-2100, RCP2.6 and RCP4.5).

Figure 47. Climate scenarios applied to simulations of surface flux (top) and cumulative surface flux (bottom), considering the
fields ANW (shades of red) and ASW (shades of blue). Scenarios were divided into historical (1976-2005, circle symbol) and short
(2011-2040, triangle symbol), medium (2041-2070, cross symbol) and long time variation (2071-2100, x symbol)

In the bottom of Figure 47 it is also noticed that the cumulative surface flux, in general is higher in ASW.
Since the values of cumulative surface flux in ANW is close to ASW, we can conclude from this figure that ANW
have small values of surface flux more often, which indicates that the system is well designed. We also observed that
in ANW simulation most simulations have higher average values of cumulative surface flux than the average of the
period of reference (except in 2011-2040, RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 simulation). Also, the simulations indicate increasing
of maximum values of acumulated surface flux. Considering the ASW field, same pattern is founded. As in ANW,
the only period that the average value of simulation were lower than the average value of the reference period was in
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2011-2040, considering the scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. So, the tendency of the variables surface flux and
cumulative surface flux, is in general, increasing over scenarios of climate changes (in maximum and average values).
This tendency can also be noticed in Figure 38. This figure indicates that the changes in average cumulative surface
can reach 22.92% in the end of century (RCP8.5), considering ANW field. This percentile changes in cumulative
surface flux tends to be higher in ANW, which indicates that in future it will be necessary some adaptations in the
“ideal”drainage system in order to maintein the good performance of the system.

Figure 48. Percentile of changes in surface flux and cumulative surface flux, considering ANW (red) and ASW (blue) field. The
percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 20412070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
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Figure 49 shows the change in average daily runoff over the study region, by the different projections and
scenarios. This difference was calculated from the data simulated to ANW and ASW field, and considering the
baseline as the period of 1976 to 2005.
Considering the surface runoff (Figure 49) it is observed that there is a large amount of days considered as
an outlier. This is especially important, considering this outliers as extreme events of runoff which can cause intense
damages on agriculture and affect the local economy. It is important to highlight that the outliers of runoff over the
period of 2041-2070 under RCP2.6 is the worst possible scenario in both fields. The values of cumulative surface
runoff presented in Figure 46 seens to be similar. Also it is noticeable that the all simulation indicates increasing of
surface runoff and cumulative surface runoff in terms of maximum values. The percentile of changes of average
values of runoff and cumulative runoff are presented in Figure 50.

Figure 49. Climate scenarios applied to simulations of surface runoff (top) and cumulative surface runoff (bottom), considering
the fields ANW (shades of red) and ASW (shades of blue). Scenarios were divided into historical (1976-2005, circle symbol) and
short (2011-2040, triangle symbol), medium (2041-2070, cross symbol) and long time variation (2071-2100, x symbol).
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Figure 50. Percentile of changes in surface runoff and cumulative surface runoff, considering ANW (red) and ASW (blue) field.
The percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040;
2041-2070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
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Figure 50 shows that the climate projection tends to increase the surface runoff in different scenarios of
simulation. This increasing range from 5.61% to 24.4% in 2011-2040, compared to historical simulation. This range
is around 16.45 to 39.32%, cosidering 2041 to 2070 and finally 3.32 to 19.98% for 2071 to 2100.
Soil water storage and cumulative infiltration can be an indicative of water stress and for this reason is
really important to analyze this variable in future projections under climate changes. The ideal condition of soil water
storage depends of the phase of the crop cycle, cultivars, soil, among other variables. Although estimate the ideal
condition is difficult, and requires experimental researches, the changes of this values of soil water storage turns to
be an important factor that needs to be studied. Those changes highlight the fact that is necessary to create
mitigation measures to deal with this variability.
The soil water storage has large variability, so we can notice a presence of large amount of outliers (Figure
51).

Figure 51. Climate scenarios applied to simulations of soil water storage (top) and cumulative infiltration (bottom), considering
the fields ANW (shades of red) and ASW (shades of blue). Scenarios were divided into historical (1976-2005, circle symbol) and
short (2011-2040, triangle symbol), medium (2041-2070, cross symbol) and long time variation (2071-2100, x symbol).
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This outliers is even more expressive when we consider the historical simulation, which represents the
current climate. This explain the fact that we are already having problems under soil water storage, as explicit in
literature review section. The soil water storage is larger in ASW field, which agree with previous results and again, is
explained by the higher depth of the soil profile, permiting a bigger amount of water in soil.
In the bottom of Figure 51 is indicated the cumulative infiltration. The cumulative infiltration is lower in
ASW, due to the difficulty of the drainage system of this field to drain the water and promove higher infiltration. The
maximum values of infiltration tends to be higher in all simulations when compared to the period of reference (in
both fields). Figure 52 shows the percentile of changes for soil water storage and cumulative infiltration.
From Figure 52 we observe gradual decreasing of soil water storage in RCP8.5, although the diferences
are lower than 1%. RCP’s 2.6 and 4.5 indicates different behavior, as present an increase of the percentile change in
soil water storage in long term. Again, changes in soil water storage is small, comparing to other variables. Also,
changes in cumulative infiltration indicates that scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 simulates positive changes, as the
infiltration tends to increase in future. RCP8.5 simulates a small increasing in short and médium term and small
decrease in long term simulation.
In order to sumarize some results founded in this section, Figure 53 shows the values of surface flux and
runoff all over the years, compared to precipitation. This results were displayed for both fields and diferentes RCPs.
From Figure 53 we observed changes in the values of precipitation, with more often high values of daily rainfall.
Also, we noticed, mostly in RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 increasing of runoff all over the years. From RCP4.5 and RCP8.5
we can also notice increasing of surface flux all over the years.
To conclude this section, Figure 54 indicates the percentile of changes (considering climate scenarios and
historical simulations) of extreme events and hydrological variables. In this Figure the variables with hatch presented
significant difference at the level of 5% of significance (also showed in Appendix D4). The tendency of the surface
flux and cumulative surface flux, is in general, increasing over scenarios of climate changes (in maximum and average
values). This tendency can also be due to the changes in average cumulative surface that can reach 22.92% in the end
of century (RCP8.5), considering ANW field. This percentile changes in cumulative surface flux tends to be higher in
ANW, which indicates that in future it will be necessary some adaptations in the “ideal” drainage system in order to
maintein the good performance of the system. The percentile of changes of average values of runoff and cumulative
runoff shows that the climate projection tends to increase the surface runoff in different scenarios of simulation.
This increasing range from 5.61% to 24.4% in 2011-2040, compared to historical simulation. This range is around
16.45 to 39.32%, cosidering 2041 to 2070 and finally 3.32 to 19.98% for 2071 to 2100. From the percentile of
changes for soil water storage and cumulative infiltration we observe gradual decreasing of soil water storage in
RCP8.5, although the diferences are lower than 1%. RCP’s 2.6 and 4.5 indicates different behavior, as present an
increase of the percentile change in soil water storage in long term. Again, changes in soil water storage is small,
comparing to other variables. Also, changes in cumulative infiltration indicates that scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP4.5
simulates positive changes, as the infiltration tends to increase in future. RCP8.5 simulates a small increasing in short
and medium term and small decrease in long term simulation.
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Figure 52. Percentile of changes in soil water storage and cumulative infiltration, considering ANW (red) and ASW (blue) field.
The percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040;
2041-2070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
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Figure 53. Surface flux, surface runoff and precipitation, considering the fields ANW (red) and ASW (blue), in the RCP2.6 (a, b),
RCP4.5 (c, d) and RCP8.5 (e, f). The analyzed period was from 2011 to 2100.
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Figure 54. Summary of percentile fo changes (considering climate scenarios and historical simulations) of extreme events and
hydrological variables. Variables with hatch is considered statistically different, considering a significant level of 5%.

From Figure 54 it is also possible to indentify that extreme events can have a large impact over this the
hydrological variables. Considering, for example, the simulation RCP8.5 in the short term (2011-2040) we can notice
that a small increasing of precipitation (0.8%) can lead to a large increasing of extreme events of precipitation (50.1%
in RX1DAY, 32% in RX5DAY, 29.1%* in CDD and 42.1% in CWD) resulting in changes in the dynamic of water
in soil. For both field this changes are increasing of cumulative surface flux (22.92% in ANW and 15.8% in ASW),
runoff (8.26%* in ANW and 6.32%* in ASW), and cumulative runoff (26.57% in ANW and 25.75% in ASW) and
decreasing of soil water storage (-0.79% in ANW and -0.62% in ASW) and inifiltration (-3.24% in ANW and -2.91%
in ASW). Percentiles with * are non significant in a 5% level of significance.

4.2.3. Correlation between hydrological variables and extreme climatic events
The changes in the hydrological variables can be related to the changes in extreme events studied in the
section 4.1.
Figure 55 shows the correlation between maximum values of surface flux in (ANW and ASW field) with
extreme events of precipitation and temperature. Regarding to ANW field, it is found diferente correlations in
diferente scenarios. In scenario RCP2.6 the surface flux tends to have higher correlation with CDD and DTR (0.45
and 0.43, respectively). For the scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 the correclation is higher for the indices DTR (0.44)
and SU (0.41), respectively. This correlations seens to be even lower in ASW field. For ASW fields, the correlations
higher than 0.4 were only founded in RCP8.5, which indicates that the surface flux is inversely correlated with
precipitation (-0.44) and correlated with SU (0.4).
Considering the Figure 56, which shows the correlation between runoff and extreme events, the correlation
seens to be higher. All simulations indicated that the correlation between runoff and extreme events of precipitation
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RX1DAY (ranges between 0.76 and 0.78) and RX5DAY (ranges between 0.5 and 0.66) are higher than the
correlation between runoff and precipitation (ranges between 0.31 and 0.43). This pattern is founded in both fields.
The results agree with Arnel et al (1999) which studied the effect of climate change on hydrological
regimes at the global scale and conclude that the variations in change reflect not only the patterns of change, but also
the changes in evaporation and runoff. However, Arnel et al (1999) found a general increase in potential evaporation
and reduction in annual runoff, although in this work we concluded that the runoff tends to increase for the soils in
the studied region.
As a partial conclusion of this section it is possible to infer that climate changes is likely to have significant
effects on the hydrological cycle as the surface flux, cumulative surface flux, runoff, cumulaive runoff, soil water
storage and cumulative infiltration. Those variables are critical in a corn production, determining the available water
and heat available to the crop. It is also importante to highlight that more than the relation of climate changes with
dangerous events for agriculture (due to moisture and temperature stress), it was also founded the relation of climate
extremes with those events.
From this section it is concluded that, in general, changes in maximum values of of surface flux and
runoff, which represents a risk for agriculture, will increase and are related to the increasing of the occurence of
extreme events. As a summary, it is noticeable that climate changes and the consequently changes in the occurrence
of extreme events might cause changes in the pattern of surface flux, increasing of runoff and infiltration, although
the soil water storage might have small decreasing. This will likely affect the corn production, which is a concern, due
to the importance of this crop not only for USA, but for all the world.
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Figure 55. Correlation between climate indices and maximum values of surface flux in ANW (top) and ASW (bottom)
fields, considering the climate scenarios of RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
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Figure 56. Correlation between climate indices and maximum values of surface runoff in ANW (top) and ASW
(bottom) fields, considering the climate scenarios of RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The study identified the climate change patterns in the region (from 1901 to 2015) and the occurrence of
extreme events of temperature and precipitation. The model IPSL(CM5MR) was found as the most accurate for the
analyzed region. However, the model presented tendency to underestimation of precipitation and average and
maximum temperature between 1901 to 2005. Regarding to this model has a tendency to overestimate the minimum
temperature. Regarding to the indices of extreme events, we noticed that most of them showed good performance.
As a conclusion of this results we can highlight that the variation of precipitation in the future may cause
increasing of the RX1DAY, RX5DAY, CDD and CWD. This evidence can be specially noticed observing the period
of 2071 to 2100 in RCP8.5. In this projection, the increasing of 0.8% in precipitation (compared to the period of
reference) will reflect an increase of 50.1% (RX1DAY), 32.01% (RX5DAY), 29.05% (CDD) and 42.08% in CWD.
This situation representes a risk for agriculture, considering that the less distributed rainfall and scenarios of higher
values of rainfall, increases for example the potential risk of runoff in the field which can compromisse the
production. The consequences of this changes in climate conditions it was also explored. Considering the extreme
events of temperature, we noticed that the increase in average, maximum and minimum temperature will be reflected
as increases of the indices TNn, TNx, TXn, TXx and SU; and the decrease in the index ID and FD. Based on the
simulation of RCP8.5 in the period of 2071 to 2100, it is importante to highlight the increase of 125.42% of the
minimum temperature and the increasing of 56.66% and 84.48% in the minimum values of minimum and maximum
temperature. This increasing temperatures will represent a risk for agriculture considering the evapotranspiration,
which will increase the water necessity of the plants and can create a hydrical stress. Also, the indices ID and FD
tends to decrease (-94.5% and -70.92%), which can be good considering a possibility to switch the dates of planting
and harvest as a mitigation measure. The period with higher percentile change in evapotranspiration is 2071-2100,
and this changes are more pronounced in RCP8.5 scenario (around 19% of increasing of evapotranspiration).
The research presents the simulations of IPSL model applied in Hydrus model to simulate, surface flux,
cumulative surface flux, runoff, cumulaive runoff, soil water storage and cumulative infiltration, considering these
variables is really important in corn production. The field ANW presented lower values of surface flux and
cumulative (module) comparing to ASW, which indicates that the risk associated in ASW drainage system is higher
than ANW, which is related to the higher spacing between drains and the difficulty in this case in drainage the
necessary amount of water. Considering both fields, the simulations normally indicate more outliers (high values, or
in other words, extreme events of surface flux) in the future projections when compared to the period of reference
(mostly the simulations of 2011-2040 and 2041-2100). The tendency of the surface flux and cumulative surface flux,
is in general, increasing over scenarios of climate changes (in maximum and average values). This tendency can also
be due to the changes in average cumulative surface that can reach 22.92% in the end of century (RCP8.5),
considering ANW field. This percentile changes in cumulative surface flux tends to be higher in ANW, which
indicates that in future it will be necessary some adaptations in the “ideal” drainage system in order to maintein the
good performance of the system.
Considering the surface runoff it is observed that there is a large amount of days considered as an outlier.
This is especially important, considering this outliers as extreme events of runoff which can cause intense damages
on agriculture and affect the local economy. It is important to highlight that the outliers of runoff over the period of
2041-2070 under RCP2.6 is the worst possible scenario in both fields. The values of cumulative surface runoff also
seens to be similar. Also it is noticeable that the all simulation indicates increasing of surface runoff and cumulative
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surface runoff in terms of maximum values. The percentile of changes of average values of runoff and cumulative
runoff shows that the climate projection tends to increase the surface runoff in different scenarios of simulation.
This increasing range from 5.61% to 24.4% in 2011-2040, compared to historical simulation. This range is around
16.45 to 39.32%, cosidering 2041 to 2070 and finally 3.32 to 19.98% for 2071 to 2100.
The soil water storage has largely variability, so we can notice a presence of large amount of outliers.
These outliers is even more expressive when we consider the historical simulation. The soil water storage is larger in
ASW field, which is explained by the higher depth of the soil profile, permiting a bigger amount of water in soil. The
cumulative infiltration is lower in ASW, due to the difficulty of the drainage system of this field to drain the water
and promove higher infiltration. The maximum values of infiltration tend to be higher in all simulations when
compared to the period of reference (in both fields). From the percentile of changes for soil water storage and
cumulative infiltration we observe gradual decreasing of soil water storage in RCP8.5, although the diferences are
lower than 1%. RCP’s 2.6 and 4.5 indicates different behavior, as present an increase of the percentile change in soil
water storage in long term. Again, changes in soil water storage is small, comparing to other variables. Also, changes
in cumulative infiltration indicates that scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 simulates positive changes, as the infiltration
tends to increase in future. RCP8.5 simulates a small increasing in short and medium term and small decrease in long
term simulation.
The correlation between maximum values of surface flux in (ANW and ASW field) with extreme events of
precipitation and temperature was analyzed. In scenario RCP2.6 the surface flux tends to have higher correlation
with CDD and DTR (0.45 and 0.43, respectively). For the scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 the correclation is higher
for the indices DTR (0.44) and SU (0.41), respectively. This correlations seens to be even lower in ASW field. For
ASW fields, the correlations higher than 0.4 were only founded in RCP8.5, which indicates that the surface flux is
inversely correlated with precipitation (-0.44) and correlated with SU (0.4). Considering the correlation between
runoff and extreme events, the correlation seens to be higher. All simulations indicated that the correlation between
runoff and extreme events of precipitation RX1DAY (ranges between 0.76 and 0.78) and RX5DAY (ranges between
0.5 and 0.66) are higher than the correlation between runoff and precipitation (ranges between 0.31 and 0.43). This
pattern is founded in both fields.
The studied shows that different indications of the impact of climate change on water resource is obtained
using different projections. This approach can improve the understanding of climate changes impacts on sustainable
groundwater management based on adaptive management.
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6. FINAL REMARKS
By defining the occurrence of changes in patterns in the climatology and also in the occurrence of
extreme events the authors believe that more researches need to be done about the climate change subject in order
to define the local effect of climate change in different sectors. Other researches can be stimulate by this work. The
author suggest to apply same methodology to a regional climate model (RCM) in order to describe the major source
of uncertainty for the study region. We believe that is important to apply this knowledge in specific areas, so it is
possible to create mitigation measures, according to the forecast.
Also, it is important to highlight that the results of the simulations are a function of climate variables, soil
conditions and parameters of the study region, drainage system, characteristics of crop and others. So the results
found in this section is applied for a specific study case. However, the understanding of the mechanisms which
brings to this results and also the consequences of those in the crop is really important in order to create mitigation
measures. Also, the results may be applied to regions with similar climate pattern and soil.
This results can lead to a discussion about the effect of climate in the agriculture of the region. Thus,
explicit the needed to more studies regarding to this effect in corn production. A difficulty of the research is
regarding to the large amount of data and the necessity of daily step time to integration of variables. This approach
can improve the understanding of climate changes impacts on sustainable groundwater management based on
adaptive management.
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APENDIX
Apendix A 1. Percentile of changes in precipitation, maximum, average and minimum temperature. The percentile was calculated
for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 2041-2070 and 2071-2100,
compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
Prec
Tmax
Tmed
Tmin
RCP2.6: 2011-2040

15.82

31.15

42.86

65.98

2041-2070

22.61

33.43

47.07

73.61

2071-2100

7.66

33.64

45.75

69.59

19.57

32.24

44.80

69.82

2041-2070

11.50

38.76

53.19

81.61

2071-2100

11.27

39.88

55.06

84.90

4.59

32.98

44.66

67.61

2041-2070

3.55

43.92

60.46

92.75

2071-2100

-0.80

58.40

81.13

125.42

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

RCP8.5: 2011-2040

Apendix A 2. Percentile of changes RX1DAY, RX5DAY, CDD and CWD. The percentile was calculated for the climate
projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 2041-2070 and 2071-2100, compared to the
reference period (1976-2005).
RX1DAY
RX5DAY
CDD
CWD
RCP2.6: 2011-2040

17.45

14.80

3.87

50.42

2041-2070

28.69

20.81

4.58

57.92

2071-2100

16.11

9.12

13.56

39.17

24.45

7.75

38.75

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

22.91

2041-2070

21.95

24.48

9.68

62.08

2071-2100

11.94

12.65

7.75

60.83

26.12

15.10

7.92

30.83

2041-2070

31.59

29.27

25.88

52.50

2071-2100

50.11

32.01

29.05

42.08

RCP8.5: 2011-2040

Apendix A 3. Percentile of changes in TXx, TXn, TNx and TNn. The percentile was calculated for the climate projections
RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 2041-2070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period
(1976-2005).
TXx
TXn
TNx
TNn
RCP2.6: 2011-2040

6.71

50.97

8.89

36.07

2041-2070

4.93

50.67

7.56

36.98

2071-2100

7.69

47.69

9.18

34.95

4.83

54.29

5.35

37.10

2041-2070

11.45

56.60

14.43

39.18

2071-2100

11.77

57.91

16.09

38.02

7.65

46.88

9.65

30.46

2041-2070

15.07

65.42

20.71

44.50

2071-2100

24.92

84.48

35.82

56.67

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

RCP8.5: 2011-2040
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Apendix A 4. Percentile of changes in SU, DTR, ID and FD. The percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6,
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 2041-2070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (19762005).
SU
DTR
ID
FD
RCP2.6: 2011-2040

35.67

2.59

-73.43

-48.82

2041-2070

36.93

0.48

-77.20

-52.22

2071-2100

38.90

4.18

-78.66

-47.73

36.85

1.42

-77.54

-48.56

2041-2070

44.12

3.61

-79.85

-52.80

2071-2100

47.29

2.95

-79.39

-53.61

35.95

-4.90

-73.43

-45.50

2041-2070

49.61

3.86

-80.92

-56.30

2071-2100

64.77

3.43

-94.50

-70.95

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

RCP8.5: 2011-2040
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Apendix B 1. Hydraulic properties of a soil in Illinois (USA), between April to September (2015), considering the four layers of
soil (M1, M2, M3, M4). Shows the relation between pressure head and a) hydraulic conductivity (log), b) hydraulic capacity, c)
water content and d) effective water content.
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Apendix C 1. Changes on evapotranspiration, considering the percentile of difference between climate projections (divided into
periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100) and the reference period of 1976 to 2005. These changes were calculated for the
scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
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Apendix D 1. Percentile of changes in surface flux and cumulative surface flux, considering ANW and ASW field. The percentile
was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 2041-2070 and
2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
Changes in Surface Flux (%)
Changes in Cumulative Surface Flux (%)
ANW

ASW

ANW

ASW

-5.34

-7.99

5.18

5.28

2041-2070

8.35

2.98

-15.12

-17.42

2071-2100

8.42

9.60

-9.48

-7.14

-14.84

-16.54

-12.14

-6.73

2041-2070

-5.94

-4.43

0.43

0.66

2071-2100

11.64

6.58

-5.56

-4.56

0.25

2.16

2.42

1.31

2041-2070

12.51

12.14

-12.13

-10.28

2071-2100

-2.02

5.20

-22.92

-15.80

RCP2.6: 2011-2040

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

RCP8.5: 2011-2040

Apendix D 2. Percentile of changes in surface runoff and cumulative surface runoff, considering ANW and ASW field. The
percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 20412070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).

Changes in Surface Runoff (%)

Changes in Cumulative Surface Runoff (%)

ANW

ASW

ANW

ASW

RCP2.6: 2011-2040

17.25

13.22

28.27

27.98

2041-2070

39.32

32.23

34.90

34.12

2071-2100

16.73

19.98

38.43

38.30

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

24.40

18.47

41.41

40.07

2041-2070

21.03

16.45

25.51

24.55

2071-2100

10.97

7.35

22.60

22.97

RCP8.5: 2011-2040

12.09

5.61

9.90

9.54

2041-2070

20.56

15.91

16.35

15.44

2071-2100

8.26

3.32

26.57

25.75

Apendix D 3. Percentile of changes in soil water storage and cumulative infiltration, considering ANW and ASW field. The
percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 20412070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
Changes in Soil Water Storage (%)

Changes in Cumulative Infiltration (%)

ANW

ASW
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0.08

0.07
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2041-2070

0.17

0.13
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18.39

2071-2100

0.08

0.05

14.79

11.88

RCP4.5: 2011-2040

0.15

0.15

18.72

18.22

2041-2070

-0.12

-0.05

10.09

8.84

2071-2100

0.31

0.23

10.92

11.99

RCP8.5: 2011-2040

-0.19

-0.14

1.89

3.30

2041-2070

-0.24

-0.16

3.59

3.22

2071-2100

-0.79

-0.62

-3.24

-2.91
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Apendix D 4. Percentile of changes in soil water storage and cumulative infiltration, considering ANW and ASW field. The
percentile was calculated for the climate projections RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, considering the periods of 2011-4040; 20412070 and 2071-2100, compared to the reference period (1976-2005).
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